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ABSTRACT

Globally, population migration has favoured larger urban areas. Therefore, smaller cities

and towns have been left to struggle towards a sustainable future. The purpose of this

practicum is to study the role of place-sustaining as applied to the identity of particular

urban contexts. The case study method has been used to study the Slow Cities, a

movement which works to implement place-sustaining measures in an identity-specific

framework. In-depth interviews were conducted in three of the original Slow Cities,

located in Italy. Additionally, possible areas of application of Slow Cities to Manitoba

have been examined through the format of in-depth interviews.

The research findings provide descriptions and analysis of the Slow Cities movement, as

well as cultural and location-specific reasons for its philosophies and growth.

Application to Manitoba is possible. However, challenges stemming from the important

cultural factors of each location were identified in the research. This practicum provides

insight into a largely undocumented urban movement, and inspiration towards the

implementation of planning strategies which favour identity and place-sustaining

solutions.
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1.0 INTRODUCTIOI{

1.1 Introduction

Due to population migration towards large metropolises, smaller urban areas are

increasingly left either to die out as ghost towns or increase in size by attracting global

industry and business to their region. These options reflect a lack of importance situated

around the meaning of place, as small cities and towns are forced to forgo their own

traditional identity in order to succeed. This practicum focuses on the possibility of small

cities and towns retaining their sense of place, identity and quality of life by working

together with cities linked in common purpose.

Urban areas around the world are facing an important phase in their histories. As the

global population continues to migrate to these urban areas, the cities are gaining an

unprecedented percentage of the total population. The trends and patterns, which include

the way in which urban centres grow, are melding together under globalization,

producing cities which are becoming increasingly homogenous.

For the purpose of exploring these issues, a case study of the Slow Cities has been

conducted. The Slow Cities, a network of small European cities, are attempting to focus

urban and regional plans around their primary asset of place-based identity, by choosing

to preserve the threads of each urban area's own unique fabric. They are being

introduced at a time in history which seems to support everything they do not represent.



They are sculpting their own future and leaning on their own past, in an efforl to not

simply become yet another monotonous urban centre.

The Slow City network was founded in the year 1999 by Paolo Saturnini, who was then

mayor of Greve-in-Chianti, Italy, as away of maintaining the qualities and characteristics

of urban regions. Mr. Saturnini recognizedthat, in the long run, cities would lose more

by becoming large global metropolises with no local connections. In other words, cities

will become "everywhere communities," I losing the sense of place which had defined

them for centuries. As Mr. Saturnini has noted, "cities are all becoming uniform; they are

losing their identity, their soul." 2

The Slow Cities network, complete with a Charter of Association and various goals

toward which the cities must agree to work, aims at preserving a quality of life that is

integral to each city's sense of place. The underlying philosophy is to identify and

support each city region's assets and way of life which has traditionally formed its

identity. According to supporters of the Slow City movement, it is when these

characteristics are supported, promoted and sustained that the urban regions are protected

from simply becoming another "everywhere community." Re-establishing a sense of

place also re-creates a relationship with the physical surroundings and therefore ties to

the locality which have historically been the foundation for community life.

' Culthorpe, Peter and William Fulton. The Regional City: Planningfor the End of Sprawt.
(Washington: Island Press, 200 l), 35.2 ltalian city promotes slow life, but is too busy to enjoyil [on-line article, accessed March 12,

20031. Available from; http://potpouri.fltr.ucl.ac.be/f,iles/AClassFTP/Textes/articles_USA/nyt 2002_
juin_ I 6et I 7_greve.text



Paolo Saturnini has said that, globally, "chain stores triumph, creating sameness in food

and custom. A slow city, by contrast, would preserve its architectural heritage, typical

dishes and inherited customs." 3 This emphasis on traditions prompted many cities to

become part of the Slow City movement. As Jane Jacobs writes, "cites, like anything

else, succeed only by making the most of their assets." The assets utilized by the Slow

Cities include the local industries, culture, traditions, architecture and social aspects of

the urban fabric.

1.2 Problem Statement

The increase of globalization has led to a homogenization of urban identity. The local

sense of place, in many locations, is at risk, if it is not properly sustained. This is

parlicularly the situation in smaller urban areas which do not receive as much attention,

and frequently find themselves attracted to foreign 'solutions' which do not value the

local identity. The planning community, worldwide, would benef,it from a holistic, place-

based solution, provided as an answer to the problem of sustaining local identity.

It is the intention of this research project to analyze the case of one urban identity

movement, which seeks to sustain the local sense of place and the identity inherent to

each individual urban area. The Slow Cities movement was chosen for this case study

lesearch due to its perceived goals related to identity and place-sustaining. In order to

further understand the Slow Cities movement in the given context, as well as possible

tbid.



areas of application, the following research questions were used as direction for this

practicum.

1. How is the Slow Cities movement an example of an urban identity movement?

2. How do the philosophies of the Slow Cities movement emphasize and value

place-sustaining?

3. How has marketing been used by the Slow Cities movement?

4. In what ways can the philosophies of the Slow Cities movement be adapted to

cities and towns in Manitoba, Canada?

These research questions provide direction not only in the areas of identity and

sustainability of place. The area of marketing is also covered, in order to further

investigate its role in the Slow Cities movement and therefore the potential role of

marketing with regards to urban identity. The final research question moves away from

the plesent European context of the Slow Cities. This question is intended to investigate

if the Slow Cities identity movement is applicable in other areas where there is a similar

trend concerning loss of local identity. Set in the context of Manitoba, Canada, this

research concerning applicability stems from my own interest in this local context, as

well as a personal history of witnessing the decline of Manitoba's distinct rural identities.

1.3 Scope and Objectives

The scope of this practicum will primarily detail the case study of Slow Cities. Due to

the fact that this is the first published material specifically on Slow Cities, and written



from a city planning perspective, this practicum will outline the movement, its history,

and its basic policies and goals. As well, research findings from the in-depth interviews

will be discussed. Beyond the basic analysis of the Slow Cities movement, possible areas

of application to the Manitoba, Canada context will also be examined. The scope,

therefore, will be concerned with providing an overview of the movement, in its current

state, as well as possible areas of future application. Although this practicum discusses

Slow Cities in a broad, holistic sense, the three areas of primary focus include identity,

place-sustaining and marketing.

This practicum adds to the knowledge base of planning by filling in a gap in the research.

Whereas placemaking has been researched and reporled on in various studies, the idea of

a holistic approach to place-sustaining has yet to be analyzed as a planning basis for a

network of small communities and regions. The objective of this practicum, therefore, is

to provide case study research of the Slow City movement, in order to further understand

the role of place, and the possibilities of place-sustaining, within the framework of

identity. Because the Slow Cities have aimed to preserve their sense of place in order to

sustain their vernacular identity, this practicum will focus on the connection between

place and identity and the observation of this connection through the method of case

study research.

The following chapter summaries give greater detail concerning the scope and objectives

ofthe overall research project.



Chapter I - Introduction: This chapter provides a foundational outline and summary

for the practicum. In the project statement, the key research questions are given, as well

as providing the reasoning behind the case study of the Slow City in regards to the

research context. This chapter also provides the research framework and purposes

behind the chosen research. The signif,rcance of the research is explained in this chapter,

as well as the biases and limitations.

Chapter 2 -Literature Review: The literature review covers the themes of identity,

place-sustaining and marketing. The area of identity refers to a local urban identity,

which is generally under threat due to global pressures of homogenization. Place-

sustaining is linked to the area of placemaking, yet this research seeks to specifically

understand the importance of sustaining an existing sense of place. The literature review

section which deals with marketing is researched with regards to the role of marketing in

the sustaining of place, and the identity of an urban area.

Chapter 3 - Research Strategy: This chapter outlines the key research questions in the

context of the research methodology used for this project. Specifically, the case study

method was used, incorporating in-depth interviews, to further investigate the areas

presented in the research questions.

Chapter 4 - Research Findings: This chapter focuses on the Slow Cities movement, as

a case study. These research findings result from the in-depth interviews which took

place on-site in the Italian Slow Cities which were visitedin2004. Several specific



examples are given from these cities, as well as the interviewees' responses to in-depth

interview questions. Background is also provided, and centres on the Slow Food

movement which was the inspiration for the Slow Cities movement. The city of Ludlow,

England is also discussed, as the first English Slow City. This chapter also includes a

section on identified criticisms of Slow Cities.

Chapter 5 - Manitoba, Canada: This chapter provides research findings concerning the

possibility of applying the Slow Cities movement to small cities and towns in rural

Manitoba. The results of in-depth interviews, conducted in Manitob a, are discussed,

including reasons for or against the application of Slow Cities to Manitoba. During

interviews, several urban, organizational or cultural examples were identified which

already appear to display aspects similar to some of the 'slow' or Slow cities

philosophies.

Chapter 6 - Recommendations: This chapter details several personal recommendations,

based upon on-site observation, in-depth interviews and research. Recommendations are

provided for the current Slow Cities movement as well as for the potential situation of

Slow Cities being established in Manitoba,Canada.

Chapter 7 - Conclusions and Further Research Directions: This chapter summarizes

and concludes the research project. Further research directions are included in order to

provide subjects which are linked to Slow Cities and could be used as potential research



projects. Many of these subjects were touched upon during the research for this

practicum, but were not included due to the specific scope of the project.

1.4 Significance

The significance of this proposed research lies in the understanding that cities around the

world are facing the same th¡eat of globalization and inevitably becoming "everywhere

communities." 4 Since cities, towns and regional communities are facing this same issue,

it is important to understand the implications of various solutions undertaken by specific

places. Because the original problem faced by the Slow Cities is also faced by countless

other cities, it is plausible that the Slow City solution may be successfully adapted to

other cities as well, to varying degrees.

This research will break new ground as it studies a unique urban network which has yet

to be documented. The Slow City model is not yet available for general examination and

application in urban areas around the world. This practicum is the first documented case

study on the Slow Cities movement, and therefore, the significance is even more

pronounced. This practicum will add to the planning body of knowledge as it documents

a unique urban identity movement, a system that has yet to be academically recorded.

u Calthorpe, Peter, and William Fulton.
(Washington: Island Press, 2001).

The Regional City: Planningfor the End of Sprawt.



1.5 Biases and Limitations

1.5.1 Biases

The identified biases for this research project include my own preconceived notions

concerning Italy, as well as that of the Slow Cities movement. Since I had never been to

Italy, my own ideas on this country, its culture and its urban form were strongly

influenced by travel publications and images which praised the local culture and

traditional architecture and regional cuisine. I went to ltaly expecting distinct local

identities, a slower pace of life, and a strong value placed on the local foods. Admittedly,

I found that such biases were not often challenged while in ltaly.

Due to the lack of research materials on Slow Cities, much of my own knowledge prior to

on-site research was made up of preconceptions and assumptions. The strong role of

place-sustaining in the Slow Cities movement, which was in fact a reality, was also part

of my own preconceived notions. I was also expecting to see very visible signs of Slow

Cities marketing throughout the cities, and indeed, throughout Italy. However, this was

not necessarily the case.

Prior to my research in Italy, I assumed that the in-depth interviews would be relatively

straight forward to schedule and complete. Numerous attempts at interview scheduling

were made during the months leading up to the on-site visit. The end result was that it

was not always possible to schedule interviews prior to arrival in ltaly. Some interviews,



therefore, took on a more spontaneous nature, while others did not occur despite repeated

attempts throughout the on-site research period.

A further assumption was that the interview direction and subsequent discussions would

be guided and controlled by myself and the interview structure. However, this was not

always the case. Some interview subjects only discussed what they wanted to discuss. In

some interviews, it was difficult to discuss all applicable subject areas due to language

and time limitations. It must be noted, however, that a majority of the interviews were

successfully completed, with interviewees being cooperative, eager and engaging.

1.5.2 Limitations

The primary limitations of the research surrounding this practicum are concerned with the

lack of available research materials. The assumptions applied to this research have also

created limitations in the research. However, this practicum has sought to overcome

many of the research-based limitations by conducting a site visit and on-site research.

Therefore, despite the fact that no published materials exist expressly on the topic of

Slow Cities, the on-site research, including in-depth interviews, was completed in order

to enable a higher degree ofaccuracy, as well as a broader scope ofunderstanding

concerning Slow Cities.

Language barriers were a limitation during the on-site research. A majority of the

interviews were conducted through a translator, since many interviewees spoke only

Italian. Language barriers, however, did not create an environment in which interviews

t0



could not be held effectively. The use of translators, and translated materials, aided in

communication throughout the research.

Furthermore, financial restrictions have created research limitations. During the summer

of 2004, site visits were conducted. These visits were limited to a total of four Slow

Cities in ltaly, even though over 60 Slow Cities now exist. The case study had the ability

to incorporate more extensive findings if more cities were able to be studied. However,

the cities visited were found to be sufficiently representative of the larger Slow City

movement.

The scope of this research project was also limited due to the need to explain Slow Cities

at a basic, introductory level. Many additional aspects and elements could have been

researched, if time and finances would have allowed for a broadened scope. For

example, maps could have been analyzed, revealing the geographical jurisdiction of each

Slow City. These maps could have then been compared to urban and rural maps of

similar detail, in the Manitoba context.

Another aspect which would have provided further detail is that of the strategic plans of

Manitoba regions and communities. These plans would have revealed the philosophy

and goals of these places, which could then be compared to that of the Slow Cities

movement.

1l



A further research limitation was that, due to time and administrative complications, a

limited number of people were interviewed. This was particularly true in the context of

the Manitoba interviews. A more diverse group of interviewees would have broadened

the base of knowledge and opinion. For example, in-depth interviews with provincial

government employees from various departments would have provided additional insight

and information concerning the Manitoba-based research. In order to further investigate

the possibility of Slow Cities being established in Manitoba, residents of small towns and

rural areas could have also been interviewed. These would be the people who would

actually experience life in a Slow City, if the movement were to be established in

Manitoba.

A further limitation of this research project is linked to time, scope, and assumptions

leading into the research, as well as the limited number of resources available for

research regarding the topic of Slow Cities. Prior to the on-site research for this

practicum, there were no published materials on the subject of Slow Cities. For this

reason, the planned on-site research was focused on the general nature of Slow Cities as

an introduction to the movement and a broad description which was necessary as the first

published work. This aim of gathering general case study data on the subject of Slow

Cities limited the amount of time spent during interviews on the detailed issues regarding

the movement. The research gathered by means of interviews in Italy was, therefore,

limited in scope.

t2



This research project analyzes the Slow Cities as an urban identity movement focusing on

place. There are numerous further research topics which could be studied in the context

of the Slow Cities movement. Due to time limitations, as well as the defined scope of

this research project, these further research topics are not covered in this practicum.

However, a description of some of these topics can be found on page 727 , in the chapter

titled Conclusion & Further Research Directions.

Due to the fact that limitations were present during the ltalian interviews, research

findings were dependent on interview answers given by the interviewees. Further

research into geographical boundaries and political jurisdictions were not possible at the

time. However, this study of maps, geographical boundaries and jurisdictions, regarding

the Slow Cities, should be considered as a possible future research topic

Despite the limitations and biases which were a part of this research project, interviews

were completed successfully and strongly contributed to the overall research findings.

Numerous people helped to make this research possible despite the many biases and

limitations involved with this case study.

1.6 Conclusion

This past chapter provided an introductory framework for this practicum. The Problem

Statement section gave the purpose and overview of the various sections of this research

project. As well, the key research questions were provided. The following section,

13



Scope and Objectives, outlined this practicum's chapters in summary. Biases and

Limitations were also provided, enabling the reader to understand any preconceived

notions behind this research and written work. The following chapter covers the

Literature Review, including the three areas of identity, place-sustaining and marketing.

t4



2.0 LITERATURE REVIE\ry

2.1 Introduction

This Literature Review discusses the topics of identity, place-sustaining and marketing.

These three subject areas are key to exploring this research problem to its full extent.

The issues of identity and place-sustaining are clearly linked. In investigating the trend

of global homogenization of urban areas, the identity of each place is the key issue at

stake. Place is vital to identity. In working towards sustaining identity, place must also

be sustained. Marketing becomes involved as well, since it is typically associated with

the present trend of homogenization. However, the presentation of a city is linked to its

identity, and it will be this identity which is made known to others. Therefore, marketing

is able to work for or against the first two subjects.

This research draws on many sources in the investigation of identity, place-sustaining and

marketing. There are currently very few sources, and only one published book, which

discuss the Slow City movement. Therefore, this section deals with the overall body of

knowledge in the three areas, without actually discussing the Slow Cities. This Literature

Review provides the context and knowledge base for the subsequent section of Research

Findings.

15



2.2 ldentity

The identity of a place is defined by numerous factors, all of which are interdependent

and some not easily def,rned on their own. A summarized list could include such factors

as a place's geographical location, history, cultural traditions, demographic status,

architectural and urban design, festivals and events, well-known residents, the number of

tourists, and many other aspects.

However, the identities which define place have been under pressure from both outward

and inward forces. The reaction from urban and rural areas from around the world has

varied. Responses have ranged from eagerly adopting a new global identity, to fiercely

protecting the local identity.

Manuel Castells, in his book The Power of ldentity, analyzes various social movements,

which "challenge cument processes of globalization, on behalf of their constructed

identities." 5 These movements have reacted to the pressures of globalization and in

particular to the sense of homogenization occurring due to the global influence of certain

urban trends. The social movements documented focus onlocalization, as a response and

reaction to globalization. The local identity is asserted as centrally impoftant to the local

place, when faced with outside threats of homogenization or other global trends.

Localization includes the assets of a particular place, culture, and group of people. It can

5 
Castells, Manuel. The Power of ldentity,2nd ed. The Information Age: Economy, Society and

Culture. (Oxford: B lackwell Publishing Ltd., 200 4): I 66.

16



be represented through such elements as cultural traditions, events, architecture and

landscape.

In her bool< 1/o Place Like Home; Building Sustainable Communities, Marcia Nozick

explains that the key aspects which make up a place's unique identity are atrisk due to

globalization. The existing identities of small places are changing and evolving to the

point where a new global identity exists, which is "everybody's but nobody's home."6

Planners ought to be concerned that the factors which make one place different from

another place, and create an overall diversity ofurban fabrics, are disappearing. "The

more we are subsumed by the Global Village, the more we lose touch with our own

identities, our histories, our community roots, and our local ways and traditions." 7

As the global identity and connections around the world are strengthened, local

connections to a place's, and a people's, identity are weakened. Although there are

numerous benefits to globalization, in nearly every arca, ithas undoubtedly altered many

local identities. The global and the local scales must remain in balance. Globalization

has become a strong, emerging factor in its own right. However, smaller communities

seeking the prestige of global attention and the wealth of attracting larger industries are af

risk of losing the very aspects which define them.

Much of Nozick's writings are concerned with economics, and the fact that global

markets have replaced local markets. Formerly self-sufficient communities have

ó Nozick, Marcia. No Place Like Home: Building Sustainqble Contmunities. (Ottawa: Canadian
Council on Social Development, 1992): 3.t Ibid., +.

l7



therefore lost an integral part of their identity. However, identity is complex. It is made

up of more than just community economics. Culture, traditions, the built environment,

and the natural environment all must be valued aspects of an identity. Indeed, when any

one ofthese aspects changes, the overall identity also changes. Therefore, a view of

identity must be holistic and yet still completely based in the local place. The identity of

a location is based on its context, as well as its specific place-based identity. Indeed, it is

this place-based identity which causes it to stand out from its context.

The New Economics Foundation's Clone Town Britain I initiative seeks to establish a

necessary link between identity and place. Clone Town identifies the growing trend of

Britain's High Streets (the major street in a town, similar to a Main Street in North

America) being typified by a growing homogenization on the levels of both appearance

and substance. As chain stores become the most visible part of a typical town in Britain,

the local stores, local suppliers, and relationships with local producers, are diminishing.

The New Economics Foundation views this trend as a threat to the traditional local

identities of each town, the diversities of which defines regions, localities, and attracts

tourists to specific places based on a unique sense of place. Many of these issues can be

accurately applied to a growing number of places around the world. Clone Town

describes the present situation in Britain as a

"world of growing homogeneity and blandness, where local difference, flavour
and colour is erased in the pursuit of uniformity, and where big business sets the
aesthetic agenda- be it in architecture, physical appearances, fashion or
foodstuffs. clone towns and clone cultures are spreading across the globe." e

t 
Conisbee, Molly, eL al. Clone Town Britain: The Loss of Identity on the Nation's High Streets.

New Economics Foundation. [on-line document, accessed September 28,20051. Available from:
http://www.neweconomics .orglgen/"._sys_PublicationDetail.aspx?pid:l B9

' Ibid., lo.
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In the modern global environment, planners often work from a regional basis. From this

perspective, countries and portions ofcountries can be grouped together in order to form

a manageable global scale. The European Union is an example of a recently formed

larger region, made up from smaller countries and localities. Whether politically based

or not, regions are a convenient and effective method of identification and unification.

Notwithstanding their scale, all regions need to become focused on place and the process

of becoming communities of place, instead of simply existing as communities of interest.

Calthorpe and Fulton note that the apparent focus on communities of interest has created

"everywhere communities," which are "completely divorced from the physical

surroundings in which that population lives its daily lives." '0 This balance needs to

ensure the primary role of place within a region.

The identity of place is influenced by larger planning decisions. In Europe, policy has

shifted due to an increasing focus on the European Union. There has been a new,

stronger demonstration of regions working together and being linked on various levels,

which has changed much in European planning.lt Ther" continues to be a perceived lack

of influence on behalf of the European Union concerning planning decisions in European

cities and regions. Therefore, although the scale of planning in Europe has shifted to a

'o Calthorpe, Peter and William Fulton.
('WashinSon: Island Press, 200 1): 35.lr Tewdwr-Jones, Mark, and Richard H.
(London: Spon Press, 2001).

The Regional City: Planningfor the End of Sprawl.

Williams. The European Dimension of British Plonning
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certain degree, any decisions influencing the local level have been indirect. Europe

continues to be in a state of transition.

The European Spatial Development Perspective (ESDP) reflects this sense of transition,

indirect influence and perhaps uncertainty of the future path. The ESDP was adopted in

May 1999. Andreas Faludi and Bas Waterhout write that, "a masterplan was the one

thing that its makers did not want the ESDP to be. Rather, as they said all along, it was to

be a framework and a source of inspiration." 12

At times of scalar shift and different voices of authority within the European community,

as well as the tension of an increasing globalization, the identity of place becomes more

important to either establish, or preferably, to sustain. Historically, cities and regions

throughout Europe have maintained distinct local identities. Many of these places relate

to their local identity as an anchor while regional and national borders shift and global

influences demonstrate the strength of a new and foreign identity.

Iain Deas and Benito Giordano write about a scalar shift taking place in Europe.

Whereas this was historically a region of smaller nation-states, a broader sense of

regionalism is taking precedence due to the European Union. These "shifting

geographies of identity," they write, "are embodied within a series of inter-scalar tensions

'2 Faludi, Andreas, and Bas Waterhout. The Making of the European Spatial Development
P er s p e c t iv e : N o M a s t e rp I a n," (London : Routledge, 2002): 1 .
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and are manifested through conflict across arange of policy domains." l3 Deas and

Giordano note that the institution of the European Union has resulted in various scalar

shifts, including the larger scale of Europe and, importantly, the fact that smaller urban

identities are being reasserted in light of this larger regional paradigm. Therefore, the

notion of a national identity is becoming less of a priority. They note that, "particularly

in the Italian context this revolves around some celebrated instances of economic

revitalization based around particular sets of circumstances and the related (re) assertion

[sic] of urban or regional identities and parallel institution-building efforts." la

Therefore, identity is being emphasized to reflect the local place. Regionalism and

contexts built from shared vernacular identities are emerging as this scalar shift is

changing the countries of Europe.

Deas and Giordano go on to note that the two countries studied in their arlicle have very

different historical identities. Italy, until recently, has been defined by its city-states, and

therefore identities are highly localized. England, however, has a longer history of a

strong national identity.

The notion of cluster developmenl is also representative of the localized identity of ltalian

regions. Typically, each town or region is known for a ceúain product or type of food.

Each region, on a small scale, has historically been defined by its own local industry.

Therefore, the sense of identity is deeply ingrained and easily recognizable in local

't Deas, Iain and Benito Giordano. 'Regions, City-Regions, Identity and Institution Building:
Contemporary Experiences of the Scalar Tum in Italy and England.' Journal of Urban Affairs. el: 2):
227.

'o lbid.
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handicrafts and foodstuffs. Cluster development is key to the identity of former city-

states and smaller rural regions and towns.

Manuel Castells points out that despite the changes in governmental scale due to

European Union membership, "responsibility for many matters of everyday life has been

shifted to regional and local governments." ls This reflects the sense of identity

expressed by south-western Europe, 64Yo of whom "selected local/regional as their

primary identity, the largest frequency in the world," 16 when asked to define their own

sense of identity. Other possible identities to choose from included continental/world

identity, cosmopolitan, or national. North-western Europe responded in a similar fashion,

with 62Yo identifying primarily with their own local region. As a point of contrast ,41o/o

of North Americans selected the local/regional identity. This reflects the cultural

disparity as represented in identity between North America and Europe.

According to Haim Yacobi, the strength of identity in Europe became apparent in the

early l8th century, coinciding with the emergent nationalism throughout the continent.

Historically, Europe has sustained ongoing struggles of proclaimed authority over a

locality and the enforcement of an identity in a place. Typically, a ruling power has used

architecture and planning to proclaim a unif,red identity over a region or nation.

However, identity is represented through both space and place. While certain notions of

space can be imposed, place requires more of an evolution and a sense of progression.

l5 Castells, Manuel. The Power of ldentity,2nd ed. The Information Age: Economy, Society and
Cu lture. (Oxford : B lackwe ll Pub I ishing Ltd., 2004): 33 6.

'u lbid.,335.
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Haim Yacobi, in discussing the meanings of space and place, depends on the work of E.

C. Relph, by noting that place is "an experienced phenomenon linked to a process which

involves the perception ofobjects and activities that are used as sources ofpersonal and

collective identities." I7 This linkage between place and identity reveals that identity is

based on place, and likewise, place is dependent on being apartof an identity.

Sense of place, therefore, goes beyond the urban design mandate involving conceived

space. A true sense of place must also be lived space, which "embodies images, symbols

and associative ideas of the 'users' that give meaning to space." 18 Therefore, identity is

dependent on place, in terms of culture, traditions, and the layers of complex

interrelationships which have come together to def,rne the physical and non-physical

attributes of a location.

The factor of identity is an important one for urban areas. Cities feel the need to proclaim

their own identity in order to be unique, or to fit in with another groups of cities, or to

simply atlract more tourists. In an effort to have a new and appealing identity, many

cities are now attempting to re-invent themselves. This is evident in cities which have

had stereotypes of being stale, of not aflractingnew business, or new people. Many of

these cities are simply eager to adopt the latest urban design fad.

For example, the town of Barnsley, Yorkshire, England, has become a centre of attention

for architect Will Allsop's 'Remaking Barnsley' initiative. Some would describe this as

't Yacobi, Haim. 'Whose Order, Whose planning?'
Place: Architecture and the Zionist Discoztrse. (Aldershot,It lbid.,6.

in Yacobi, Haim, ed. Constructing a Sense of
England; Ashgate Publishing Limited, 2004):5
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the introduction of a café culture to rural England. Others would go fuither to suggest

that Bamsley is being re-invented to become a Tuscan hill town. Although Allsop's

creative initiatives may atlract publicity and tourists, the motivations behind this re-

invention must be examined. Is Barnsley actually altering its identity in order to attract

more tourists? Will a new urban design which is based on Italian spaces necessarily

benefit Barnsley? What is the purpose of identity in the action of re-invention? Does

change benefit a community more than the act of maintaining an identity?

It is not uncommon for urban areas to attempt a "re-defrnition" of their identity. When a

place perceives that their identity has grown stale, it may attempt to have a new look, a

new identity, and therefore gain a new reputation. However, when identity is involved,

one must look at context. A reputation may become tarnished in the eyes of potential

visitors. Plamers and local community leaders must work toward the positive future of

the community. In most circumstances, this should not involve the complete re-creation

of a place. It may simply involve a new marketing strategy based on a place's current,

and true, identity.

2.3 Place-Sustaining

Place becomes the focus of planning when the global outlook is brought down to the

local level. The factor of place is one which prevents the emergence of everywhere

communities. When the urban area's focus is on the local place, the sense of place

becomes the identifying factor for the immediate region. In a holistic sense, place is vital
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to the city region. That is, place represents many things, including cultural, physical,

ecological, historical and spiritual factors. The sense of place is therefore a quality of

these factors being united and balanced as a tangible part of the local identity.

The notion of sustaining a sense of place needs to be completely holistic in order to be

successful. The idea of place is more than simply a location-based factor, as Calthorpe

and Fulton suggest. Place represents more about a certain location: the culture, traditions,

people, environment, and even industry are all integral to the meaning of place. It can be

"conceived as the intersection of physicality, functionality and spirituality." le

Much of the placemaking literature has represented place with a focus on environmental

sustainability. Michael Hough has presented this viewpoint in his book Out of place;

Restoring ldenfity tu the Regional Landscape. He describes how "the forces of human

and nonhuman nature have, in the past, created characteristic and distinctly identifiable

landscapes and how they are shaping the postindustrial landscape today," 20 
and,

particularly, how these influences have shaped the sense of place.

Schneekloth and Shibley, however, write that "the relationships between people and

between people and their place" " i, u key goal in placemaking. This is an important

'n Wight, Ian. "Prospecting an Ecologically-Wise Planning Ethic: The Potential of a placemaking
Perspective" (Paper presented in Chicago, October 23, 1999): 3 .¿v Hough, Michael. Out of Place: Restoring ldentity to the Regional Landscape. (lrlew Haven: yale
University Press, 1990): l-2.
'' Schneekloth, Lynda H. and Robert G. Shibley. Placemaking; The Art and Science of Buitding
Contmunities. (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1995): 6.
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statement, since the social aspect of placemaking diversifies its role and is no longer

bound to simply represent the environmental landscape and ecological issues.

A sense of place is location-based, yet it is also integral to emotions and memories. Patsy

Healey writes that,

"The idea of place-based community has a long tradition in planning thought. It
encapsulated an idea of village life, where the relations of living, working, raising
children, relaxation and managing common affairs took place in a place-bounded
world, in which people lived in densely interconnected social networks, and
shared a moral order, a culture of common values, systems of meaning and ways
of doing things." 22

Placemaking also must involve the aspect of cultural sustainability, in a holistic sense, so

that the environment, traditions and local industry are sustained. It is difficult to strictly

def,rne "place," since it has potential to involve any and all areas of a certain location,

people, or history. Placemaking can therefore be viewed as "world making" as it is

holistic and all-encompassing. Schneekloth and Shibley argue that, "each act of

placemaking embodies a vision of who we are and offers a hope of what we want to be as

individuals and as groups who share a place in the world. Because of this world-making

power, placemaking, if poorly conceived or imposed, can result in the catastrophic or

incremental destruction of people and places." 23

22 Healey, Patsy. Collaborative Planning: Shaping Places in Fragmented Societies. (Vancouver:
UBC Press, 1997):123.23 Schneekloth, Lynda H. and Robert G. Shibley. Placemaking: The Art and Science of Buitding
Communities. CNew York; John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1995): l9l.
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Witold Rybczynski attempts to answer the question "Why aren't our cities like that?" 2a

in lris book, City Life: Urban Expectations in a New World. This question refers to

differences between North American and European cities. Rybczynski analyzes the

urban design and historical reasoning behind various cities on these two continents.

While his arguments are correct, the sense of place of a city is truly what defines it and

draws comparison, admiration and criticism, from observers and residents alike. Indeed,

this sense of place has an established world-making power, being used to qeate a

desirable destination in some cities, while neglect has the power to destroy any sense of

place which once existed in other cities.

Despite the bload, all-encompassing world-making potential, placemaking must be

grounded at the grassroots level. Each place is unique and therefore each solution to

placemaking must be locally based. This is relevant both in terms of the physical

environment and, more importantly, the localpeople who create the social sense of place.

Placemaking is an opportunity for local grassroots empowerment,2s where local people

are able to create places which are important to them and their community. The local

people know the local place. Broad, global theories are unable to generate successful

local places through means of standardizedpractices and theories. Each place must be

examined from the local level in order to address the specific issues of that place

effectively.

24 Rybczynski, Witold. City Life: Urban Expectations in a New
1995):22.2s 

Schneekloth, Lynda H. and Robert G. Shibley. placemaking:
Contmunities. (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1995).

Lltorld. Q.{ew York: Scribner,

The Art and Science of Building
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Grassroots placemaking can also be seen as a form of self-organizing. Stephen Johnson

describes this self-orgartization in emergence terms, and provides the examples of the silk

weavers on Por Santa Maria in Florence,Italy. The silk weavers have worked at this

same location since the year 1100 and perhaps earlier. Despite changes in society, urban

form, industry and global connections, the silk weavers are still found in the same place.

This place has been defined by this industry and these people for nearly a millennium.

Johnson claims that "the body learns without consciousness, and so do cities, because

learning ... is about being able to recognize and respond to changing patterns." 26

Patterns which define cities evolve and change with time, but they also can be seen as a

stabilizing force which creates the identity of a place. These patterns are not dictated by

planners or government. They are simply created at the grassroots level, in a selÊ

organizing action by local people.

Simply put, traditions and culture will continue without necessarily having to be

structured. Self-organization occurs at a place-making level and is often not even

consciously recognized by most people. A sense of place simply happens. It is not

dependent on an official plan or top-down organization. The inward grassroots self-

organization simply lives out culture and traditions every day. It is these regular and

predictable occurrences which define the sense of place, which can then be experienced

by others within the location.

26 
Johnson, Stephen. Emergence: The Connected Lives of Ants, Brains, Cities and Software. (New

York: Simon & Schuster,200l): 103.
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Howevet, even though self-organization can exist and thrive as a local grassroots process,

a city's natural gift for self-organization could be threatened by outside forces such as

globalization. To ensure the continuation of a sense of place, regulations must be

established which, in turn, allow a city to function freely, to internally self-organize

according to the laws of emergence without disruption from these outside forces. This

addresses a literature gap concerning the actions required to ensure the sustainability of

place. Frameworks need to be put in place to ensure that local cultural sustainability can

continue as it always has. This, in turn, provides the nurturing freedom to the culture in

order that self-organization and sense of place may continue.

Planning literature has focused on placemaking as an integral part of the overall

discipline. However, the gap in the literature exists where topics of place-sustaining as a

holistic regional policy are concerned. Planning knowledge must begin to provide

theoretical frameworks for sustaining the sense of place. This involves setting guidelines

which holistically address all aspects of place so that local places are free to self-organize

and continue in the culture and traditions which have historically been the foundation of

their identity.

Schneekloth and Shibley write that placemaking is necessary because "without our

attention, o',tr places are endangered. And when our places are endangered ... we are at

risk." 27 Howevet, when places are endangered, it is clear that these places already exist.

When a place that already exists is endangered, this place does not need to be "made" but

Communities. (New York: John Wiley & Sons,Inc., 1995): 18.
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rather, it needs to be sustained. These places arc atrisk, and therefore, we are at risk.

Local cultures need to focus on sustaining the places which have defined them, instead of

making places based on this same sense of cultural traditions. The true risk lies in the

factthafwhile a focus on placemaking continues, existing places may be lost because of

the lack of a cohesive approach to place-sustaining.

Place-sustaining involves the critical actions of management and maintenance of place.

These daily acts are not necessarily obvious to the average person, and may only be

noticed if they were not there and places were left unsustained. However, these acts of

maintenance and management are essential to the long-term vision of place.

The sustainability of a sense of place does not entail the drama of actually making a

place. Sustainability involves roles of maintenance, cooperation and long-term

commitment. However, the focus of a regional plan needs to be the sustainability of

place. V/hen the important places are taken for granted, they are lost. The danger is that

by not focusing on place-sustaining, planners will be doomed to a continual cycle of

placemaking which will always aim, but never succeed, to re-create the original sense of

place.

The importance of place-sustaining may rest on the actual level of significance of the

place itself. Measuring significance is difficult because of the subjectivity involved. In

his article on significance, Randall Mason writes that a statement of significance draws

together "all the reasons why a building or place should be preserved, why it is
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meaningful or useful and what aspects require the most urgent protection. Once defined,

significance is used as a basis for policy, planning and design decisions." 28

The notion of place-sustaining is based on the potential of a certain place to have a level

of signifìcance which will justify its preservation. However, the Slow Cities go beyond

the strict notion of preservation, and toward the flexible dynamic of conservation. Some

buildings, for example, may be preserved as an act of place-sustaining. The sense of

place is a dynamic quality, however, that may shift over time depending on various

factors. Therefore, conservation may be central to place-sustaining, in order to maintain

the spirit of place and the overall identity, while growing and changing as an urban or

rural environment. The actions of sustaining and conserving go hand in hand. The

balance between preservation and conservation may be dependent on each local context.

It is important that the act of preservation does not impede further emergence or

evolution of place. Conservation would go further to allowing for a fluid relationship

between place, culture and context.

To sustain a sense of place, policy must be applied which may be rigorous enough to

sustain what is already significant, and flexible enough to change as the significance of

the place may also adapt in time. Place-sustaining, therefore, would not simply save the

past for the sake of saving the past. The concept of place-sustaining is far more holistic,

encompassing the ideas of preservation in forms that represent culture and quality of life.

Place-sustaining is concerned with looking forward to the planning of the future.

28 Mason, Randall. "Fixing Historic Preservation: A Constructive Critique of Significan ce." Places.
16:l (Fall 2003):64.
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Because the concept of place involves and affects all spheres of life, the act of sustaining

this sense of place thus sustains the quality of life and the cultural traditions which have

shaped the locality for generations.

The act of sustaining cannot simply represent maintenance and management. Similar to

conservation, Mason argues that preservation has traditionally been linked to the act of

fixing, such as "fixing broken buildings and deteriorating structures, gentrifying

downcast historic districts," and therefore "the essential nature of significance - which is

... expression of cultural meaning" 2e 
has been ignored. Because of this cultural

meaning, significance of place must be defined by the local culture and people

themselves. Just as the act of place-sustaining involves actions on behalf of the

community, the actual place and its meaning must therefore also have importance to the

community. The vernacular identity is a reflection of the place. The significance of the

place must be understood and used as a literal factor within the action of place-sustaining.

Place-sustaining is intrinsically linked to identity. In an era of globalization and urban

homogenization, identity of place can represent the unique attributes of a distinct culture.

In many ways, localized identity becomes the foundation of a place's significance. When

a sense of place represents the identity of the people and landscape, its significance can

be invaluable. As a global trend, it has become easy and even convenient to ignore

identity as a significant factor of a place. As Michael Hough writes,

"One modern city tends to be very similar to another. The influences that at one
time gave uniqueness to place - the response of built form to climate, local
building materials, and craftsmanship, for instance - are today becoming obscured

2e lbid., 65.
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as technology makes materials universally available and as climate is controlled
by afüfrcially modifying the interior environment of the building ... The question
ofregional character has become a question ofchoice and, therefore, ofdesign
rather than of necessity." 30

The identity of a place is a reflection of its assets. Therefore, the significance of place-

sustaining should be focused on the assets of the local place. Each city has its own assets

which have been valued as paft of its history and have shaped its present culture.

"Placemaking is thus a celebration of difference and an affirmation of common

intentions," 3l and it is these differences and similarities which provide both a broad

regional sense of place and an identity unique to a local people in a specific locale. It is

these assets which define the sense of place, and therefore, must be sustained.

Whereas Schneekloth and Shibley may "hope that the practice of placemaking enables

dwelling through the making of beloved places," many beloved places aheady exist and

must be sustained, not made, so that a continuity of location-based traditions may

survive. The assets of a place must be used as a building block in order to sustain the

sense of place. New assets do not necessarily need to be manufactured when a sense of

place has already been built on assets which have shaped its identity.

The local place is able to emphasize its own assets through greater self-reliance. Michael

Shuman emphasizes the importance of establishing local dependence on local industries.

He writes that self-reliant communities "should try to encourage local investment in

30 Hough, Michael Out of Place: Restoring ldentity to the Regional Landscape. (lllew Haven: Yale
University Press, 1990): 2.

'' Schneekloth, Lynda H. and Robert G. Shibley. Placemaking: The Art and Science of Building
Contntunities. (New York: John Wiley & Sons, lnc., 1995): 203.
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community corporations and local consumption of goods made or service delivered to

them. These community corporations, in turn, should be encouraged to hire local

workers and use local inputs for production. This strategy maximizes the number of

dollars that circulate within the community, which in turn pumps up its levels of

employment, business, income and wealth." 32 Relationships are fostered between rural

and urban landscapes of the region, as well as between the local industry suppliers and

consumers.

By reducing dependency on foreign imports, the community is able to focus on its own

industries and have a stronger and more stable economy from which to engage more

successfully in global politics and trade. Jane Jacobs writes that "economic life develops

by grace of innovating; it expands by grace of import-replacing. These two master

economic processes are closely related, both being functions of city economics." 33

Import-replacing announces to the community the commitment to local produce and the

people who are behind the innovations and the industries. Import-replacing is a key

ingredient to sustainable communities.

However, most communities are moving away from self-sustaining practices. David

Freshwater argues that a new rural environment is emerging.3a For example, rural

dependence on imported goods has generally increased due to a higher degree of

specialization in each local economy, which reduces the variety of goods produced

32 
Shuman, Michael H. Going Local; Creating Self-Reliant Communities in a Gtobal Age. (The Free

Press, 1998. Reprint, New York: Routledge, 2000):49.

:l Jacobs, Jane. Cities and the lleqtth of Nations. (lrlew York: Random House, Inc., 1961): 39.34 Freshwater, David. 'Delusions of Grãndeur: The Search for Vibrant Rural America,' in Halseth,
Greg and Regine Halseth, ed. (Brandon: Rural Development Institute, Brandon University, 2004).
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locally. Also, transportation has become increasingly affordable, thereby making the

importing of goods ever cheaper, and creating a highly competitive market in which local

producers may struggle to succeed.

Sustainability of place involves frnding richness in any local landscape and focusing on

this richness as the place's asset. This richness may be represented in such aspects as

culture, environment, industry, history or a combination of several different aspects.

While planners are focusing on the large metropolises of the world, the true local identity

of these small towns and regions may be lost forever. Building upon the local and

regional assets, and establishing these as the foundation provides an avenue towards

holistic sustainability without losing what is most important in an identity.

Therefore, understanding that urban areas around the world are changing, and that the

need for place-sustaining is critical, the planning discipline must begin to apply this

knowledge in a practical method. It is in regard to this challenge that the Slow Cities

perform an essential role. Whereas planning literature does not yet provide an adequate

knowledge base required for a holistic planning framework which focuses on sustaining

place, the Slow Cities are already actively embodying these theories. These cities

provide a unique case to be studied and reported on, so that the broader planning

community will gain applicable knowledge concerning the area of place-sustaining as a

holistic fi'amework.
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Steven Johnson writes that, "quantitatively, we are a species of city dwellers now," 3s

which results in many implications. The self-organizationthat is inherent to all cities is

already a successful form of city dwelling. It is true that there are now more people

living in cities than ever before. Yet, cities have already existed successfully, basing

themselves on urban patterns, which must now only be sustained in order to continue

their success. The Slow Cities, in fact, have not introduced anything radically new to the

urban planning scene. Moreover, they have simply provided a way of working with and

preserving what has always been the local reality.

The potential of this case study on Slow Cities is that the literature gap within planning

may begin to be filled through applicable knowledge. The movement is attempting to go

beyond the idea of placemaking to the holistic notion of place-sustaining.

Traditionally, Italy has been known for its regionally-specific and place-based identities.

From a historical perspective, the city-states which made up modern-day Italy were the

basis of regional identity as well as administration. Although the governmental

framework has changed so that the former city-states now make up a larger nation, the

smaller-scaled regional identities of the city-states remain. This may be, in part, the

reason a framework such as Slow Cities has developed in ltaly. The strong local

identities are conducive to a movement which th¡ives on this local sense of place.

Traditionally, in ltaly, "there \ruas no sharp contrast between the way of life of the city

35 Johnson, Stephen. Emergence: The Connected Lives of Ants, Brains, Cities and Sofnuare. (New
York: Simon & Schuster, 2001):99.
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and that of the countryside, and the two were interdependent." 36 The study of an active

place-sustaining framework in the context of ltaly may also provide deeper insight into

local place and identity.

2.4 Marketing

The marketing of place has become a common practice in seeking to attract tourists and

future residents, as well as improving the image with current residents. Urban areas

compete with one another in attracting people. Deborah Pruitt and Suzanne LaFont point

out that, "the United Nations identifies tourism as the world's fastest growing industry."37

urban areas of all sizes are eager to attain their share of this industry.

Many urban areas have lost their traditional livelihood and original reason for existence.

For example, communities with industries such as mining, fishing or lumber may have

depleted the natural resources in the immediate area and therefore are atrisk of losing the

entire community. Some of these communities have attempted to turn to tourism as an

alternative industry.

Tourism is intrinsically linked to the marketing of an urban area. The purpose behind

marketing is, most often, to attract tourists to an area. Successful marketing is an

advantage for communities which desire a specific image to be projected, representing

:: Waley, Daniel Philip. The ltalian City Republics. (London: V/eidenfeld and Nicolson, 1969): 51.37 Pruitt, Deborah, and Suzanne LaFont. 'Romance Tourism: Gender, Race, and Power in Jamaica,,
in Gmelch, Sharon Bohn, ed. Tourists and Tourism: A Reader. (Long Grove, Illinois: Waveland press,
lnc.,2004):317.
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their community. Communities with a negative reputation will attempt to market

themselves in a positive manner, only focusing on positive aspects of the specific place.

Marketing is also used to attract investment, business growth and industry to an area,

supporting various initiatives which are based in the area and have the potential to alter

the built form and character.

However, the marketing of a city in a certain manner, whether for the purpose of business

investment or the increase of tourism, has the potential to alter the community being

marlceted. In many cases, this is part of the goal in marketing. By emphasizing a certain

positive characteristic of an area, the community would hope to increase the frequency of

that characteristic and decrease other identifying factors which would be considered

negative.

Marketing is linked to identity and place. It has the power to alter both identity and place

or to sustain them, depending on the focus of the marketing. A community's sense of

place may have a greater chance of being sustained if it is marketed as a key part of the

community's overall attraction. By presenting it as an integral factor, the community

therefore may atfract tourists who want to experience this specific sense of place. V/hen

a sense of place is able to add to the local economy by generating interest and tourism, it

is less likely to be altered.
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Sharon Bohn Gmelch notes that tourism always has an impact on identity.3s Places are

often marketed as a product and tourists arrive with preconceived notions. The place

may become more well-known for its tourist attractions as opposed to its true identity.

Tourism, therefore, has a potentially negative effect on identity and place. The increase

of tourism changes the local sense of place. There is an increase of people who are not

local to the area. Further, there may be an increased demand for products and services

designed solely to promote the tourism industry, and not necessarily the traditional local

industries which may suffer as a result.

Marketing must be conducted in a balanced and careful manner that is specifically

sensitive to local residents, culture, traditions and all that make up the place's sense of

identity. Marketing, which generates much tourism, has the potential to also drastically

alter the sense of place by introducing crowds of foreigners, as well as changes to the

built environment in order to accommodate these people.

The growth of tourism has promoted a sense of pride amongst residents for their local

place.3e As they witness tourists traveling to experience their home community, they are

also apt to see their community in a new light. There is a greater desire to build upon the

local strengths which originally attracted the tourists. This can have a positive or a

negative impact. In instances such as the growing trend of eco-tourism, people are

attracted to the environment and therefore the environment will have a greater chance of

38 Gmelch, Sharon Bohn. 'Why Tourism Matters,' in Gmelch, Sharon Bohn, ed. Tottrists and
Tourism: A Reader. (Long Grove, Illinois: Waveland Press, Inc., 2004).re Smith, M. Estellie. 'The Role of the Elite in the Developmenf of Tourism,' in Gmelch, Sharon
Bohn, ed. Tourists qnd Tourism: A Reader. (Long Grove, Illinois: Waveland Press, Inc., 2004): 361.
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being sustained. It is seen as a local asset and it succeeds in aiding the tourist industry.

However, some tourist attractions are far removed from the environmental, cultural or

historical context of the place. When these attractions are marketed and therefore seen as

adding to the local wealth of the community, it is these attractions which are given

precedence over the true identity ofplace. The sense ofplace, therefore, is not

necessarily sustained and it could be drastically changed.

The danger with marketing to tourists is that tourist attractions can often be a flavour-of-

the-month type of attraction. When local money is poured into promoting an attraction

which is quickly considered out of style, it is the local community which suffers.

Howevet, if a place's true identity is marketed as its tourist attraction, it will be sustained

as a way of maintaining the tourist industry. Even if the tourist industry does not provide

consistent, long-term support to a community, the community will still have its own

culture, sense of place and traditions which have defined it historically.

The emerging cultural tourism is a result of marketing a place based on the traditions,

ethnicity and specif,rcity of a people and a place. In terms of promoting local identity and

place-sustaining, cultural tourism is likely the most fitting modern precedent. Cultural

anthropologist Jeremy B oissevain writes that,

"Cultural tourists are interested in the lifestyle of other people, their history, and
the artifacts and monuments they have made. This category also includes what
some have called ethnic and historical tourism. cultural tourism may be
contrasted with recreational tourism - stereotypically focused on sun, sand, and
sea - and environmental tourism. obviously these categories overlap: mass
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recreational tourists often spend some time visiting monuments and local
festivals, thus assuming the role of cultural tourists." 40

It is interesting to note that change can create a stronger sense of sustainability. For

example, Boissevain cites the example of Malta in its discussions to join the European

Union. He believes that Malta will not lose its identity by becoming a member. In fact,

he sees the process of EU membership as a step towards cultural sustainability. He

writes, "people are actually reacting to the changes; regions are asserting their identity

more ... Malta's identity, its customs and language will be strengthened within the

EU."4l Furthermore, Boissevain links membership in the EU to the trend of

globalization. He notes that countries and communities may appeaï to lose their identity

of place through the act of globalization. However, the trend towards globalization may

create a stronger awareness of autochthonous identity and strengthen the local residents'

desire to sustain their own sense of place and identity. Localization can therefore be

viewed as both a proactive , and areactive measure to these global trends.

Gmelch recounts the story of the alarde celebration in Hondarribia, Spain. She writes

that, "the ceremony reenacts the town's historic victory over the French in 1638 and

reinforces its Basque identity and solidarity in a richly symbolic ceremony that once

involved most of the population. After it was marketed to tourists by municipal

40 Boissevain, Jeremy. 'Coping with Mass Cultural Tourism: Structure and Strategies,' in Gmelch,
Sharon Bohn, ed. Tourists andTouristn: A Reader. (Long Grove, Illinois: Waveland Press, Inc.,2004):
253 -254.4l 

Sansome, Kurt. Att in the Name of the Family: Interview with Jeremy Boissevain. Article
originally posted on April 8,2001. [on-line article, accessed June 16,2005]. Available from:
http ;//www. maltatoday. com .mt/200 I / 0408/people.html
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authorities, local people's participation declined dramatically." a2 Therefore, the

marketing of a true cultural event or the overall identity of a place, could lead to a change

in that event or place which distances the local people and separates the true historical

significance from the present day reality. This compromised relationship between

marketing, the attraction of tourists and the sustaining of identity is causing tension in

numerous places around the world.

If a place is to be successfully marketed, the people involved need to maintain the

identity and sense of place as a priority. However, the addition of tourists and the lure of

creating more tourist sites, could easily compromise the identity of place. Gmelch notes

that, "much has been written about the impact of tourism on cultural authenticity and the

fact that societies frequently "stage" and "manufacture culture for tourists." 43 As

tourism becomes an increasingly successful industry in a local place, cultural authenticity

could easily be overlooked in favour of the monetary benefits of tourism. Even tourism

industries which seek to market true identity of place will inevitably alter that identity to

a ceftain degree simply by introducing tourists and using the identity as an attraction, as

opposed to simply being the defining factor of a place which is experienced in the life of

an average resident.

Sharon Bohn Gmelch concludes that cultural diversity may not be destroyed by the

increase of the tourism industry.aa In fact, local people likely want an increase in tourism

42 Gmelch, Sharon Bohn. 'Why Tourism Matters,' in Gmelch, Sharon Bohn, ed. Tourists and
Tourism: A Reøder. (Long Grove, Illinois: Waveland Press, Inc., 2004): l7.43 Ibid.44 Ibid., 19.
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simply because of the economic advantages it provides. However, if tourists are drawn

on the basis of experiencing culture, this local culture then becomes a commodity.4s

According to Clifford Geertz, "culture is an integrated system of meanings by means of

which the nature of reality is established and maintained ... culture emphasizes the

authenticity and the moral tone it imparts to life experiences." 46 Therefore, it is

important that culture be sustained. However, Greenwood notes that the risk of this

growing trend of cultural tourism is that when culture is made the commodity, the

authenticity of the culture is at risk. And, as planners support the cultural tourism

industry, they may be increasingly moving into the role of culture brokers, and therefore

could be at risk of being more concerned with increasing industry as opposed to the needs

of sustaining a culture.

Attempts to market the culture embodied in a place are perhaps justified by the fact that it

is an increasingly popular type of tourist experience and therefore the tourists are

spending their money in support of the local culture. Lawrence Mintz notes the

increasing popularity of ethnic 'Old Country' recreations in North America, with the

"mol'e consciously constructed tourist remakes such as the California Danish Town of

Solvang and the several Little Bavarias, Little Hollands, and Little Switzerlands dotting

the landscape." 47 Marketing these re-created cultural enclaves is also a form of

borrowed identity, as opposed to sustaining the vernacular identity of place. However,

4s Greenwood, Davydd J. 'Culture by the Pound: An Anthropological Perspective on Tourism as
Cultural Commoditization,' in Gmelch, Sharon Bohn, ed. Tourists and Tourism; A Reader. (Long Grove,
Illinois: Waveland Press, Inc., 2004).46 Ibid., 159.47 Mintz, Lawrence. 'ln a Sense Abroad: Theme Parks and Simulated Tourisrn,' in Gmelch, Sharon
Bohn, ed. Tourists andTourism: A Reader, (Long Grove, Illinois: Waveland Press, Inc.,2004): 186.
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the complication arises when immigrants want their own traditional culture remembered

and embodied in the new place. This culture, then, represents the people but is adapted to

suit the place.

Marketing, therefore, is an important aspect of modern times. Urban and rural areas

cannot ignore the significant impact marketing holds on the future of local sustainability,

traditional industries and the growing industry of tourism. Marketing must be held in

careful balance, since it has the potential to positively or negatively impact aplace.

Marketing is primarily used to generate tourism and therefore cannot be studied in

isolation of the tourism industry.

The identity of a place goes far beyond simply representing what the place looks like or

what types of experiences a place offers. Identity represents all aspects of a place and is

focused on the built form, the natulal environment and the people who make up the

community. A vernacular identity has been shaped by years of use and tradition. Place-

sustaining relates to this notion of identity. The sense of place can be viewed as the

manifestation of a local identity. By sustaining the sense of place, the identity is also

strengthened. The marketing of the local sense of place has the ability to strengthen the

identity even further. If the local vernacular is the marketed feature of a place, then the

businesses and tourism which build upon the marketing will also support the sense of

place, as key to their own success.
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2.5 Conclusion

This chapter has reviewed the th¡ee areas of identity, place-sustaining and marketing.

The purpose behind the study of these areas involves the current emerging trend of the

global homogenization of urban centres. This homogenization threatens the local identity

which defines a physical place, its appearance and the culture and traditions which have

inherently been a part of a place. This sense of place is a vital part of identity, and

therefore the role of place-sustaining is integral to maintaining an urban identity.

Malketing has the potential to strengthen place-sustaining efforts. However, this

literature review has also outlined areas in which marketing could weaken a local

identity. This literature review has provided a context for the themes which will be

furlher discussed in the following chapter, regarding case study research on the Slow

Cities.
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3.0 RESEARCH STRATEGY

3.1 Introduction

The research strategy employed for this practicum is a case study, featuring in-depth

interviews. These qualitative research methods a¡e used to determine various insights

into the philosophies, purpose and perceived accomplishments of the Slow Cities in

Europe. In-depth interviews have been utilized in order to gain insight into the planning

situation in Manitoba, and into possibilities for application of the Slow Cities approach in

rural Manitoba.

3.2 Key Research Questions

The following research questions have been formulated in order to elicit further

knowledge and understanding to help fill the identified gaps in the literature. These

questions have been used to determine the following research methods.

1. How is the Slow Cities movement an example of an urban identity movement?

2. How do the philosophies of the Slow Cities movement emphasize and value

place-sustaining?

3. How has marketing been used by the Slow Cities movement?

4. In what ways can the philosophies of the Slow Cities movement be adapted to

cities and towns in Manitoba, Canada?
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3.3 Case Study

The research questions are investigated through case study research. The case study has

been chosen for this practicum since literature on the topic of Slow Cities does not exist,

and therefore, the Slow City network must be examined as a single case design. The

Slow Cities cannot simply be analyzed on their theoretical strengths or published data,

since their short history has not yielded adequate research material. A visit to the setting

is necessary to provide observations, as well as in-depth interview findings, in order to

fully study the case of the Slow City movement.

The case study used in this practicum is a single-case design, given that the Slow Cities

movement, as an entity, comprises a single case. However, within this case, three cities

and their surrounding areas are studied as representative of the larger network of Slow

Cities. These three cities are Greve-in-Chianti (Tuscany), Orvieto (Umbria) and Bra

(Piemonte). These cities are located in Italy and are integral to the foundation of Slow

Cities, having all been original members since the movement's beginning. A fourth city,

San Vincenzo (Tuscany), was also researched and visited. However, circumstances did

not allow for interviews to be conducted concerning San Vincenzo.

Due to the limited research material available, alarge amount of this practicum's theory

and findings were acquired through site visits and on-site research in member cities.

Although a theoretical research framework was initially constructed, the truth behind

many aspects of the case was discovered only upon site visits and after research
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completion. Robert K. Yin writes that, "the flexibility of case study designs is iz

selecting cases dffirent from those initially identified ... but not in changing the purpose

or objectives of the study to suit the case(s) that were found." a8 Therefore, although a

ceftain degree of flexibility was purposefully maintained to allow for unforeseen

observations and findings, the overall objective of the study remained focused.

The case study research method was used for this practicum due to a "desire to

understand complex social phenomena. In brief, the case study allows an investigation to

retain the holistic and meaningful characteristics of real-life events." oe It ir through the

study of the case of Slow Cities that a broad understanding of this network was

established. Curently, no literature exists on the subject of Slow Cities. Therefore, it is

important that research be conducted as a case study, to establish a base of knowledge

from which further research can be carried out.

It is hoped that the findings of this case study will be applicable to the broader knowledge

base of city planning. However, "a common charge against case study research is that its

fìndings are not generalizable." 50 Leonie Sandercock also makes reference to the fact

that the original theory, when applied, does not produce the same result in every

circumstance.sl In fact, the same theory could produce positive or negative effects in

difference places. It is important to note, however, that case study findings are not

48 Yin, Robeft K. Case Sttdy Research; Design and Methods. (Newbury Park: Sage Publications,
Inc., l99l):59.4e lbid., 14.50 Hammersley, Marfyn, Roger Gomm, and Peter Foster. "Case Study and Theory" in Gomm,
Roger, et al., ed. Case Study Method. (London: Sage Publications, Inc., 2000):234.sr Sandercock, Leonie. Cosmopolis II: Mongret Cities in the 21"' Century. (London; Continuum,
2003);158.
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necessarily intended to be generalizable. When the desire is to sustain the local place

and identity, each situation must be studied individually. Inspiration can be taken from

successful case studies but each solution must be locally situated.

The study involves the case of the Slow Cities and is therefore concerning a unique and

locally based network of cities. It is true that this case cannot be completely

representative of other urban networks or identity movements. Therefore, it may also not

be applicable to other areas, even if they appear to share similarities. This case study,

however, will generate knowledge of a specific movement, embodied in a network of

cities. This knowledge would be applicable to other urban areas in the form of a

contribution to grounded theory. A direct application would not necessarily be

appropriate for such a place-based planning framework.

3.4 In-depth Interviews

In-depth interviews were conducted as part of the case study research. In particular, these

interviews were carried out with several mayors of Slow Cities and key people behind the

creation and administration of the movement. As well, interviews were conducted with

several people involved in rural and small town planning issues in Manitoba, Canada. In-

depth interviews were chosen as the research method in order to allow for in-depth

responses and the expression ofopinions beyond what could be provided through

alternative methods.
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These interviews were conducted in order to aid in understanding the various stages of

the Slow Cities, as well as the cuffent understanding of the movement. The interviews

were used to gain knowledge concerning the Slow Cites which could not be otherwise

acquired. Michael Quinn Patton writes:

"We interview people to find out from them those things that we cannot directly
observe. The issue is not whether observational data are more desirable, valid, or
meaningful than self-report data. The fact of the matter is that we cannot observe
everything ... The purpose of interviewing, then, is to allow us to enter into
another person's perspective. The assumption is that perspective is meaningful,
knowable, and capable of being made explicit." s2

The interviews conducted were open-ended interviews, using an interview guide. The

questions listed under Appendix F (page 156) serve as the interview guide, which is

"prepared to make sure that essentially the same information is obtained from a number

of people by covering the same material. The interview guide provides topics or subject

areas about which the interviewer is free to explore, probe and ask questions that will

elucidate and illuminate that particular subject." 53 This technique was important in the

interviews conducted for this practicum. Because of the limited information available on

Slow Cities, it was necessary to explore certain areas of the movement while conducting

the interviews.

During the course of the research, several people were interviewed, including the mayors

of two Slow Cities, Greve-in-Chianti and Orvieto. Mr. Paolo Saturnini was the founder

of Slow Cities and was elected mayor of Greve-in-Chianti for three consecutive terms,

52 Pafton, Michael Quinn.
r6l.53 Patton, Michael Quinn.
Publications, Inc., 1987): I 1 1.

Practical Evaluation. (Newbury Park: Sage Publications, Inc., 1982):

How to Use Qualitative Methods in Examinatioir. (Newbury Park: Sage
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which is the maximum number of terms an Italian mayor may serue. Three weeks before

his interview, his final term in office was complete. Therefore, at the time of the

interview, Mr. Paolo Saturnini was tech¡ically the former mayor of Greve-in-Chianti.

The mayor of Orvieto, Mr. Stefano Mocio, was also interviewed. Orvieto was a founding

city within the movement, and therefore Mr. Mocio became a key figure in the research.

Mr. Mocio's assistant, Mr. Massimo Borri, was also interviewed. Ms. Bruna Sabille was

the former vice-mayor of the city of Bra. She was also a key figure in the research.

When she was the vice-mayor, she oversaw the introduction and transition of Bra

becoming a Slow City. At the time of the interview, Ms. Sabille was working for the

Slow Food movement. Therefore, she provided valuable information concerning the two

movements and the relationships between the two. A list of interviewees, from the Italy-

based interviews, is provided in Appendix E (page 155).

In-depth interviews were also conducted in Manitoba, Canada, in order to further answer

the final research question: In what ways can the philosophies of the Slow Cities

movement be adapted to cities and towns in Manitoba, Canada? The names of these six

interviewees have not been provided in order to protect confidentiality, and also due to

the fact that these names were not necessary according to the same reasoning that names

were necessary regarding the interviews in Italy.

The interviewees in Manitoba included city planners and individuals from professions

concerned with rural Manitoba planning issues. As noted in Section 1.4: Biases and

Limitations, more in-depth interviews from a variety of disciplines and professions may
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have had an effect on the Manitoba research findings. Due to time limitations, a majority

of the people interviewed in Manitoba were city planners, working in rural Manitoba.

Interviews with civic leaders may have provided additional insights and opinions.

However, this ideal was not possible given the time frame of this research project.

Italian in-depth interviews provided first hand knowledge concerning the Slow Cities that

could not be obtained through published material. Therefore, names are provided to offer

credibility to the source and therefore to the supplied information. The Manitoba-based

interviewees were provided with a description of the Slow Cities movement at the

beginning of the interview. These interviews, therefore, were dependent on opinions and

the intelviewee's own personal reaction to the Slow Cities movement. For these reasons,

it was not necessary to use names of Manitoba interviewees, but only to understand the

general opinions provided through the interviews.

3.5 Conclusion

This chapter on Research Methodology has outlined the nature and process of this

research project. It provided the key research questions which have driven the research.

Explanation was given concerning the research methods used. These include the method

of case study and in-depth interview. This chapter also included a discussion on the

interviews and several of the people who were interviewed. The following chapter,

Research Findings, provides information and discussion on the Slow Cities movement

and research conducted in Italy.
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4.0 RESEARCH FINDINGS

4.1 Introduction

The research findings discussed in this chapter focus on the Slow Cities movement and

information gathered in Italy during the summer of 2004. Some background to the Slow

Cities is provided. This background is specifically focused on the Slow Food movement.

Several elements of the Slow Cities were discussed by interviewees, and therefore, these

are the main areas presented in this chapter. These elements include policies, goals, the

philosophy of 'slow' and the notion of change, among others. Also, four Italian cities,

and one English city, are discussed as a representative of the Slow Cities movement.

4.2 Slow Food and SIow Cities Background

To understand Slow Cities, one must first understand its beginnings and original purpose.

Slow Cities are based on the Slow Food movement, which was stafted in 1989, in Bra,

Italy, by Carlo Petrini. Slow Food was introduced as away of protecting local produce,

traditional cuisine and the related cultural connection. As of the year 2000, the Slow

Food movement included 40,000 members in 35 countries, who have decided to counter

the popular global shift towards fast food. 5a

s4 Farewell, fast lane: Italy inaugurates 'Slow Cities' [on-line aúicle, accessed December 2,2002].
Available from: http://www.cm.com/200O/WORLD/ europe/O1 120/italy.slowcities.ap
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The Slow Food movement has spread rapidly and is popular as a form of ecological and

agricultural sustainability. People involved with Slow Food want to preserve the

integrity of the food instead of simply accepting fast food or genetically modified food as

a viable alternative to what is naturally produced.

The Slow Food movement has grown to represent traditional recipes, shared with family

and friends, over a slow, lingering meal, engaging conversation and deepening

relationships. It has been described as a culture encouraging away of life in which

"members meet for long, leisurely meals, to talk about food, wine, culture and

philosophy." 55

Slow Food has been primarily based in Europe, where the perception is that America has

exported the fast-food culture as part of the growing globalization. However, even the

United States has many members in the Slow Food movement, which has become a

worldwide phenomenon. The movement is growing even faster in an age of increasing

competition, including the increasing profit of the fast food industry, which is

consistently increasing its global reach. Fast food culture promotes the "values of

homogeneity and haste," s6 altering the inherent vernacular traditions of many European

cities.

55 h a Snail's Pace lon-line article, accessed December 2,2002]. Available from:
hnp ://abcnews. go.com/sections/world/DailyNews/slowcities000724.html56 haüan city promotes slow tife, but is too busy to enjoy it [on-line article, accessed March 12,
20031. Available from: http://potpouri.fltr.ucl.ac.be/files/AClassFTP/Textes/articles_USA/nyt_
2002 _luin _l 6et I 7_greve.text
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Although the Slow Food movement has grown, its objectives concerning local food and

fast food have been maintained. However, it was also the inspiration for the creation of

the Slow City movement, embracing the ideas of Slow Food and applying them to the

city as a whole.

During an in-depth interview with Roberta Cagnasso, an employee of Slow Food, and a

resident of Bra, Italy, she noted that, "Slow Food works to promote biodiversity in (a)

specific local area. Although Slow Food is an international movement, its focus is on the

local produce in each place." Where cities, towns or rural regions have become

increasingly dependent on imported foods, and, likewise, increasingly removed from

relationship with the local foods, Slow Food promotes the local traditional foods of each

place. The movement also aids in the local residents' rediscovery of the traditional

culture linked to cuisine, through such initiatives as taste education campaigns.

In an in-depth interview conducted for this practicum, Paolo Saturnini told the story of a

certain type of pig which was nearly extinct. This animal, known as the Cinta Senese,

had been traditionally raised in the Siena region of ltaly. In fact, Siena's city hall features

a l4tt'century fresco of the pig. The pork was a traditional local delicacy, part of the

culture, folklore and identity of the area. However, the overall numbers of the Cinta

Senese were decreasing in recent years. Saturnini claims that this type of pig did not

produce enough meat to compete with imported pork. Also, in order to sustain the

traditional flavour of the pork, the animal had to be raised outdoors, thereby increasing

the cost of raising the animals.
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Saturnini notes that the Slow Food movement was able to successfully increase the

market for this type of meat through taste education and showing the importance of the

meat to the local culture. Also, the presence of this meat ensured market diversification.

Pork continues to be imported, but local pork is also available, including the Cinta

Senese. Therefore, customers are able to make their own choice. It was important for

Slow Food to ensure that the traditional, local foods are a continued part of this choice.

Largely through public education, Slow Food has ensured that the quality of the food, as

well as the cultural importance of certain foods, has an influence on what is sold at food

markets. Therefore, it is not only the high quantities of imported foods which are

available.

Saturnini maintains that Slow Food has worked to maintain the quality and reputation of

local food production. By keeping traditional foods as a sustained and important parl of

the local culture, as well as present in the minds of consumers, Slow Food has marketed

local identity as an essential part of the culture of cuisine.

4.2.1 Discussion of the Term'Slow'

The philosophy of "slow" is emerging as an influential grassroots movement. Around the

world, there are many separate occurrences of a slow philosophy and these are not

necessarily linked to Slow Food or Slow Cities. This grassroots philosophy movement,
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however, is indicative of a general dissatisfaction with the speed of life and the loss of

quality with an increase of quantity and haste.

Slow Food has become the most visible manifestation of the emerging slow philosophy.

Until recently, there were many, very separate, movements rooted in the slow philosophy

which existed throughout the world. When Carl Honoré published his book, In Praíse of

SIow, he became the central point of contact for many separate movements and grassroots

organizations. Honoré's book outlines this growing philosophy, which generally rebels

against an irrationally fast-paced life which does not take the time for what is important,

as it manifests itself in such areas as food and relationships. Although these movements

and organizations are aIl maintained separately, as they were originally formed, the fact

that it is emerging throughout the world, in nearly all sectors of society, adds strength and

purpose to each individual manifestation of the philosophy. Clearly, it is an emerging

philosophy which strikes a chord amongst people in all cultures and is gaining a wide

following.

Concerning Slow Food, Honoré writes that Slow Food "stands for everything that

McDonald's does not: fresh, local, seasonal produce; recipes handed down through

generations; sustainable farming; artisanal production; leisurely dining with family and

friends. Slow Food also preaches 'eco-gastronomy' - the notion that eating well can, and

should, go hand in hand with protecting the environment. At its heart, though, the

movement is about pleasure." s7

s7 
Honoré, Carl. In Praise of Stow: Hov, a Worldwide Movement is Chaltenging the Cult of Speed.

(London: Orion Books,2004): 59.
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Although the various slow movements are growing throughout the world - and the term

slow is being given increased media attention - the Slow Cities are not commonly

known, either as a movement or as individual cities. Brian Bethune's recent article on

Carl Honoré and the slow movement, details Honoré's interest in slow and various

manifestations of slow throughout the world.s* Ho*"u"r, Bethune provides only a few

words - Iess than one sentence - on Slow Cities. This is common amongst articles on the

topic of the slow philosophy. Therefore, the urban face of the slow philosophy continues

to be in the background. It is a movement which is growing at a rapid rate, considering

new member cities, but it has yet to ripple to the surface of published works at any scale.

The articles focusing on the slow philosophy and various movements, which do refer to

Slow Cities, frequently focus on the word 'slow' without a deeper understanding of the

term 'slow' within the context of the title: Slow Cities. For example, Geraldine Beddell's

article contains the following paragraph on Slow Cities:

"A hectic day is not automatically f,rlled with more pleasure and meaning. Racing
through everything can leave you wondering what you have been too busy to
notice, too preoccupied to savour. To counter this, in late 1999,30 Italian cities
designated themselves Slow Cities. 'The model given by America has invaded
our cities and risks making Italy's towns look all the same. We need to stop this
kind of colonization,' says Paolo Saturnini, the mayor of Greve in Chianti." 5e

58 Bethune, Brian. 'Don't Hurry, Be Happy.' Maclean's. July 30, 2005. Bethune, Brian. 'Don't
Hurry, Be Happy.' Maclean's. July 30, 2005. [on-line article, accessed August 5, 2005]. Available from:

lttp://www.macleans.ca./topstories/life/article jsp?content:20050801_l 10139_l 101395e Beddell, Geraldine. 'Slow down, you move too fast.' The Ti¡bune Online Edition- Chandigarh,
lndia. [on-line article, originally posted February 9,2001, accessed August 5,20051. Available from:
http://tribuneindia.com/20 0l 1200 10209 /biz.htm#l
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Unfortunately, the interpretation of Slow Cities as countering the fast pace of life is not

necessarily accurate. The slow in Slow Cities concerns the idea of taking the time for

quality. However, residents of Slow Cities do not necessarily have a slower pace of life.

Many writers only interpret the word slow based upon the common English use of the

wotd, remaining ignorant of the original intention, which is based upon the Italian

cultural interpretation and goes far beyond a notion of speed. It represents a higher

quality of life and taking the time to achieve and appreciate this quality.

The Slow Food movement has become the philosophical precedent for all related

movements, including that of Slow Cities. Slow Food, being a grassroots movement, has

become a strong presence in cities and towns throughout Italy. It has gained attention for

local food and cuisine from local residents and tourists. The Slow Food movement has

also linked food, local farms, and traditional cuisine, with cultural sustainability. The

Slow Food movement works to promote local foods in the local region and also around

the world. The connection between Slow Food and Slow Cities has produced more urban

venues for the purpose of promoting local produce.

4.3 Slow Cities

The precedent of Slow Food became an inspirational foundation to the Slow Cities

movement. The basic philosophies of Slow Food were applied to cities. Slow Cities,

being administered from a municipal basis, has a different organizational structure from

Slow Food. However, the two remain linked through shared goals and presence in many
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of the same locations. In fact, Massimo Borri describes the birth of Slow Cities as

following the ideas of five Italian people, including four mayors and the President of

Slow Food.60 Therefore, even in its conception, the Slow Cities movement was strongly

influenced by both urban and food-related issues.

The research findings regarding Slow Cities are based upon interviews and observations

which took place during Summer 2004. Most comments were shared by several

interviewees, despite the fact that the interviews were conducted separately. Therefore,

these findings can be generalizedto the overall Slow Cities movement, as opposed to

only applying to specific cities within the movement.

4.3.1 Slow Cities Policies and Goals

During the in-depth interview, Massimo Borri described the six main components of

Slow Cities policy. They are Environmental Legislation, Political Infrastructure, Urban

Quality, Local Products, Hospitality, and Knowledge.6l It is these areas which are the

visible face of Slow Cities. They are listed on the Slow Cities website and were recited

by the majority of interviewees in ltaly. Although these areas create the overall

fi'amework, the sense of place typif,red by a Slow City goes beyond this list, and will be

discussed further. Appendix C þage 148) outlines and expands upon these six areas,

which embody the basic ideals to which all Slow Cities are expected to aspire.

60 Massimo Bori describes the binh of Slow Cities as following and idea of five Italian people,
including four mayors from Greve-in-Chianti, Orvieto, Bra, Positano, and the President of Slow Food.
Slow Cities began, officially, in 1999.6t 

These elements are listed in their extensive and original form in Appendix C (page 148).
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The first area defining the Slow Cities philosophy is that of Environmental Legislation.

This includes legislation controlling air, water and light pollution. Also, composting

would be promoted, and incentives would be offered towards the development of

alternative energy sources, compliance with such governing laws as ISO 14000, and

participation in the Agenda 21 project. This section also includes measures towards the

reduction of graffrti and unwanted posters hanging in the city.

The second area, Polttical Infrastructure, includes elements of urban and landscape

design, such as "creation of public green spaces with benches and play areas," and

"presence of open sidewalks without architectural barriers." Therefore, there is a strong

focus towards a priority of pedestrian urban design. Equal access for the handicapped to

all public spaces is also promoted, as well as the installation of public toilets. This

section focuses on making the city increasingly livable for residents and visitors alike.

Places to sit and rest are required throughout the city. This promotes an ease of

movement and creates an inviting outdoor environment for pedestrians. This section also

includes the establishment of a Public Relations Office and the creation of a call centre so

that citizens can have a forum to "express concerns relating to the 'good quality of life'."

And, finally, the schedule of store operating hours is encouraged to be in harmony with

the needs of the residents and visitors. Interestingly, Slow Cities actually requires all

areas under Political Infrastructure to be characteristic of its member cities. However, the

Environmental Legislation is only considered a request and the following four elements

are considered suggestions. Therefore, it is clear that all details embodied in this area of
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Political Infrastructure are of highest priority to the Slow Cities. This reflects the desire

for quality of life and livability of urban areas as essential to the overall philosophy.

The area of Urban Quality relates to restoring historical centres and "works of cultural or

historical value," increasing the number of recycling and refuse containers, increased use

of environmentally-friendly building materials and plans to provide city-wide internet

access. This area also involves measures against noise pollution and the increase of

public green spaces. Programs are encouraged which promote the historical areas of the

city, especially by way of increasing the accessibility of these areas.

The area of Local Products focuses on sustaining local, traditional industries and

elements which represent the local identity. This list of suggestions includes an annual

census of an area's typical products, and ways of developing these products. This Local

Products section also includes support for taste education, which uses scholastic

programs and events to promote products and educate people concerning the importance

oflocal products and such details as unique tastes ofcertain locally produced foods.

Initiatives are supported which protect the production of these locally produced foods and

handicrafts typical to the area. This list also notes that "the development of organic

architecture" is supported.

The section titled Hospitality focuses on helping tourists to feel at home in a Slow City.

Signage is an important part of a Slow City, and stores must be honest in the signs that

are displayed. International signs are also encouraged, as well as well-marked tourist
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routes, a "slow" guide to the city, and city policies encouraging hospitality as a way of

increasing the accessibility of the city to visitors. Restaurants are also encouraged in the

regulation of their prices. Cities are suggested to incorporate guarded car parks to ensure

that visitors feel safe and are able to enjoy their stay. The final point in the list of

Hospitality items is the suggested "plans for the development of initiatives that develop

the scope of the Slow City." Although this point appears vague, it helps to provide room

for each city to develop elements which are unique to their own identity and sense of

place.

The frnal section, Knowledge, includes the public education and promotion of the Slow

Cities movement. This section is primarily intended to "improve the citizen's awareness

of the city's 'Slow' status." Listed under this section are the suggestions of the

production of a public document which would include the Slow City's available services,

use of the Slow City logo, active promotion of knowledge concerning the movement, and

use of a web site to disseminate information. Slow Cities should also "promote programs

to facilitate family life, such as: recreational activities, in-house service for the elderly

and the chronically ill." The section titled Knowledge also suggests the use of economic

programs to promote and improve Slow Cities, the use of local and national media to

create awareness, and the "development of initiatives involving local opinion leaders and

... local businesses about the application of Slow City requirements." In this, Slow Cities

attempt to gain support locally and nationally through the increased dissemination of

knowledge.
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Massimo Borri noted that, at the time of the interview (JuIy 2004), there were over 60

Italian cities which were part of the Slow Cities network. And beyond this, cities in other

countries were also joining the Slow Cities movement. Borri viewed this growth as

evidence of the network's success. Many of these more recent Slow Cities had started by

simply observing a nearby Slow City in its process of becoming a member city, as well as

observing the positive effect which the movement had on the urban area and quality of

life. Based on the positive effect on one city, the neighbouring city then has more

incentive to also become a member of Slow Cities. It has become a type of ripple effect

throughout the Italian countryside.

4.3.2 Description of the Slow Cities Movement

The purpose of Slow Cities revolves around making the city a better place to live for its

inhabitants. Massimo Borri was clear that tourism was not a primary motivation.

Although Slow Cities were based on the Slow Food movement, and the local foods are a

central part of the Slow Cities philosophy, food is only another part of the whole

equation. Primarily, the Slow Cities network exists because of a desire to provide a high

quality, livable place for the inhabitants. Through measures directed towards pollution,

traffic, and noise, among others, the cities have become standards for a higher quality of

life.
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Populøtion of Slow Cities

Massimo Borri noted that all Slow Cities must be under 50,000 people, and currently, all

are within this number. However, he said that this wasn't so much of a necessity but that

it is preferred. These policies have been established specif,rcally for smaller cities and

towns. If a city wanted to become a Slow City, but its population exceeded 50,000, then

the Slow City committee would meet to decide whether the Slow City policies would be

appropriate for this city.

The Slow City movement was established particularly for smaller cities and towns.

Although similar goals and policies may work successfully in a larger city, it is more

effective to implement such policies on a smaller scale. Also, smaller urban areas

naturally have a relationship with their immediate context and therefore this provides a

greater opportunity for place-sustaining measures in regards to environment and local

foods.

Pedestrian Design

The most visible signs of Slow Cities appear to be urban design and the presence of the

Slow Food influence. The cities generally had an obvious pedestrian focus, and a small

scale of built environment. Despite the factthatthe cities which were visited as part of

this research did not have signage indicating that they are Slow Cities, the urban design

did suggest that they were members of the movement. However, this would only be clear
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to one who had studied the movement. The average person could not be expected to

connect the urban design with the Slow Cities movement, particularly if they have no

previous knowledge of the movement.

One of the primary visible components of a Slow City is the pedestrian priority of design.

This has prompted some to believe that Slow Cities is linked to New Urbanism. Both

movements have a focus on urban design, priority of pedestrian areas and a walkable

scale. These movements are clearly based on a philosophy which is central to each

movement's growth and marketing strategies. However, pedestrian design is one of the

only similarities between these movements. Slow Cities is far more holistic and

encompasses many sectors, such as environmental sustainability, relationship with local

industry, conservation of local traditional culture, and programs to enrich social aspects

of urban life for all residents. The Slow Cities movement seeks to sustain an identity

which already exists in a sense of place, working primarily with older cities and the

place-sustaining related to existing identity. While New Urbanism has been known for

new development, the Slow Cities movement is a planning solution for cities and towns

which need a holistic framework to sustain their identity.

Network of Cities

The strength of the Slow City movement lies in the fact that it is a network based on the

local strengths of its member cities. Cooperation and accountability are basic principles

within the movement. The notion of the member cities being individual places which are
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part of a greater network is key to the movement. One of Paolo Saturnini's primary

concerns was that each individual city, when not a member of a larger support network

such as Slow Cities, would be competing at the large national, and likely global, scale

and therefore be forced to alter its identity in order to remain competitive with other

cities. This strategy, although common, only forces homogeneity on each city seeking

economic stability.

The entire Slow Cities network has moved member cities to a new level of relationships.

It is true that each Slow City is based in its own locality, and therefore rooted in its

geographical setting, maintaining strong relationships with nearby urban centres.

However, in an attempt to strengthen this local base, the cities have formed strong

relationships with other cities which also want to sustain their own identity. Therefore,

this network is linked by philosophy and an interest in local place. The Slow Cities'

commitment to each local identity has created a new layer of urban relationships that is

not necessarily connected to geographic proximity. This network is also determined to

not allow an individual city to have undue influence on other cities in the movement.

Although every member city is a Slow City, and therefore may immediately convey a

certain image, the identity of the overall movement is that each city's identity is unique

and based in its local sense of place.

Stefano Mocio, the Mayor of Orvieto, believes that Orvieto has been changed in the eyes

of the other Italian regions and in the eyes of the world, due simply to the fact that it is a

Slow City. From a marketing perspective, Mocio strongly supports the Slow Cities
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movement. He agrees with Massimo Borri regarding the opinion that Orvieto was

basically a slow city before becoming an actual member of Slow Cities.

P It ilos op lticøI C o nnection

This 'slow' layer of connection between the cities is separate from the local and global

layers. Ironically, even though so much of this movement is based on the local sense of

place, and the relationship to local food, the true connection is on a philosophical level, as

opposed to a geographic one.

Through its relationship with Slow Food, Slow Cities has focused on strengthening the

local food-related industries which represent the local identity. It is also an international

movement with growing relationships on the global level. Yet 'slow' really exists on its

own level. It is concerned with local identity but it has brought people together who

share philosophy and values. It is a network which exists on a separate plane from

simply a geographically-defined relationship.

Slow Cities uses local identity and sense of place in order to build on the strengths of

each city. However, the Slow Cities also uses globalization to its own advantage. Anya

Fernand, of the Slow Food movement, refers to this as "virtuous globalization" and

acknowledges that members of the Slow Food movement use global connections in order

to market locally produced goods. In a sense, this "virtuous globalization" is a type of

localization, but marketed on a global scale. If it were not for globalization, Chianti
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wine, for example, may not have such high sales. Many unique local products have been

in even higher demand because of international marketing. However, the key to virtuous

globalization is to have the highest priority on the local place. If the trend towards

globalizaiion is used for promoting and sustaining the local identity, and each local place

truly benefits from this connection, then it actually will be in a city's best interest to

retain its local identitv.

4.3.3 Greve-in-Chianti and the Chianti countryside

The Slow Cities hold close relationships with their immediate region and particularly the

sunounding countryside. Massimo Boni noted that all of the surrounding areas do have

a better quality of life when the town becomes a Slow City. As part of the Slow Cities

policy, cities are encouraged to develop close relationships with local producers of food,

handicrafts, etc.

The landscape surrounding a Slow City is viewed as a rich environmental asset, as well

as part of the overall identity of the area. The immediate region is not disconnected from

the city. Paolo Saturnini viewed the countryside which surrounded his town as vital to

the overall identity. Past changes to this area were part of his inspiration toward building

the Slow City movement.

The birthplace of Slow Cities was Greve-in-Chianti, located in the Chianti region of

Tuscany. Paolo Saturnini was the mayor of this small city. He developed the Slow Cities
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policies and initiated the movement. During the in-depth interview with Saturnini, he

noted some examples from the Chianti region's history which inspired his own

formulation of Slow City policies.

Specifically, he told of a time, several decades ago, when there was a very low level of

employment in the area. Many people were migrating to larger cities to find work. In

order to attract people back to the area, large industries were brought in. However, years

later, this decision was regretted because of its impact on the local landscape, traditional

land uses and agricultural produce. Saturnini felt that the Chianti countryside was too

valuable to let this happen again. It was a "wake-up call," in Saturnini's words, for the

local area.

The Slow Cities policies, therefore, support traditional land uses, such as the vineyards

which Chianti is now famous for, and help to sustain the traditional architecture, such as

the stone villas which dot the countryside. These local producers are also economically

supported because their goods are promoted through Slow City and Slow Food networks.

Tourists learn of the Slow Food and Slow City brand of quality and therefore will

purchase these specific goods, such as the Chianti wine. With measures such as these,

Saturnini is ensuring that the local landscape will be protected, and that local producers

will be economically sustained so that large industries will no longer be brought in out of

necessity.
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Local identity is strong in the context of italian regions. Orvieto holds a strong traditional

identity which is clearly visible to residents and visitors alike. Massimo Borri noted that

if you travel from Orvieto to the town of Todi, only 38 km. away, you notice a distinct

identity change. Local people, including rural residents, identiff with their municipality.

These communities, although relatively close to each other, have even maintained unique

dialects and a pride in their local community.

4.3.4 Orvieto and The SIow Philosophy

Three of the cities which were studied in this case study could have been considered slow

cities before the movement Slow Cities even existed. However, this ought not to come as

a surprise since the movement is based on the idea of place sustaining. The cities had a

rich identity which they wanted to preserve. They were worried about the cities changing

in a negative way, and therefore Slow Cities was stafted. Some changes are made but

essentially the identity of the place is sustained through elements such as the

environment, architecture, local industry, and local food. Some of the cities which could

have been considered slow cities before actually becoming a member in the movement

include Greve-in-Chianti, Orvieto, Bra, all in Italy, and also the city of Ludlow, England,

which will be briefly discussed in this practicum.

Massimo Borri noted that "Orvieto was a Slow City before becoming a Slow City." For

approximately twenty years, it has placed a priority on saving the historical centre of the

town and dealing with issues of pollution, noise, traff,rc and parking.
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Orvieto's sense of place has not been altered due to its membership in Slow Cities.

However, the membership is aided in sustaining that sense of place which formed its

identity long ago. Because of Slow Cities, the policies, initiatives and support provided

through the movement, Orvieto has made some changes to policy in order to further

sustain its identity.

Orvieto, parlicularly, has had to address issues of traffic, noise and pollution. Because of

its geographic situation, many people were driving up to Orvieto from the valley below.

The city is built on a plateau and has grown to the very edges of this plateau. Any further

growth has taken place in the valley far below. Due to the difference in elevation, people

who lived in the valley but worked in Orvieto were dependent on cars. Also, most

tourists took cars up to the city. Therefore, there were parking problems and severe

traffic congestion in Orvieto. The sheer number of cars within the narrow streets was

also a pollution issue. Another problem was the fact that part of the plateau on which

Orvieto is built is a soft rock. During the Etruscan times, numerous catacombs were dug

ttu'ough this rock and most have survived to this day. Some of these catacombs are still

in use as private residential cellars, while a few have even been converted to underground

restaurants. The heavy amount of traffic was causing concern over the long-term stability

of the soft rock and the sustainability of the catacombs. City officials were aware that the

traffic issue must be addressed.
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Two interventions occured to solve this problem. A funicular was built which ran from

the train station in the valley to the top of the plateau. From there, buses (two of which

were powered by electricity) were provided to transport people to the city centre.

More recently, a two level parking structure was constructed at the base of the plateau.

Both parking levels are located underground. Therefore, as one looks out over the valley

from Orvieto, the only noticeable feature of this parking structure is the park-like area on

the roof. From this parking facility, people can easily access On¡ieto's city centre. There

are elevators, escalators and stairways (all indoors) which transport people directly from

the parking area to within 100 meters of the city centre.

These interventions were actually all completed prior to the birth of Slow Cities. Once

again, Orvieto was considered to be a Slow City before it actually was a Slow City.

These measures were taken in order to help sustain Orvieto. Yet, this same philosophy

carries over into the Slow Cities movement. Similar decisions and policies are

encouraged in individual cities and towns in order to help sustain the specific assets of

the local place.

Massimo Borri continued to defend the Slow Cities organization. He maintained that

even though Orvieto adopted many of these initiatives before the formation of Slow

Cities, the overall network of cities is important to each city's success as a Slow City.

The network provides supporl to the city leaders and they work together to develop ideas

and solutions for each local place. Therefore, even though a city may have previously
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held similar ideals, and perhaps instituted policy, the overall network of the cities

working together is imperative to the ongoing success of the movement.

Boni noted that a signif,rcant change to city policy, since becoming a Slow City, is that

Orvieto's schools now have the requirement of serving fresh, local food in the cafeterias.

The students are receiving an education in foods of the area, as well as receiving a

healthy diet. Another beneht is that local producers are supported though this initiative.

In fact, Boni believes that most cities which choose to be Slow Cities will already have

similar inherent philosophies. Most Slow Cities, according to Borri, were cities of art,

before the birth of the Slow Cities movement. They are visually beautiful places, with a

large amount of historical architecture and a rich local identity. Indeed, these are the

cities which recognize the value of these great assets and are willing to take steps to

sustain their sense of place, which includes these assets.

The fact remains that most of the current Slow Cities were already 'slow' in their

philosophy, and often, in their policies. The Slow Cities movement is still in its infancy.

The cities which would be eager to join such a new and possibly radical movement would

be the very cities which already held such views in common. By contrast, cities which

may have not been categorized as slow prior to the birth of Slow Cities, may take their

time, simply observing the longer term effects of being a Slow City. For them,

membership in Slow Cities would require a more drastic change. Therefore, it is a

greater risk and should not be adopted too quickly.
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4.3.5 San Vincenzo and Change

Change is a key word in the discussion surrounding Slow Cities, generating many

questions, such as: Are these cities opposed to change or is the movement a vehicle for

change? What will change in a city if it becomes a Slow City? Do Slow Cities prevent

change? What should the Slow philosophy be towards change? Much of the current

focus involves words such as sustaining, conserving, maintaining, and so on. Certainly,

Slow Cities is a reaction against too much change that came about in an unplanned and

unsustainable manner. Therefore, in order to differentiate Slow Cities from common

city planning practices, the emphasis is placed on acts of sustaining and conserving.

These are central, after all, to the slow philosophy.

During the in-depth interview, Massimo Borri said, "To remain a Citta Slow (Slow City),

you don't stay like a stone. You have to change; you have to change in a good way. You

grow up, even in traditions. But you must go on because we are not ignorant or selfish.

We are growing up." Therefore, Borri understands that while Orvieto wants to sustain its

identity and sense of place, urban areas do change. Policies put in place must anticipate

change and use discretion to accept changes which are benef,rcial to the city, as well as

preventing changes which would damage the city, its identity and its future.

The Slow Cities accept change in their city particularly if it will increase the local quality

of life and help to sustain their own local identity. In this way, the actions of changing

and sustaining may co-exist in one place. Slow Cities encourages positive change and
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discourages negative change. Change which incorporates increased efficiency and better

technology are encouraged as long as it does not compromise the local character of place.

Change is accepted when the city's current path is headed towards unsustainability.

Although some of the Slow Cities were, in a sense, already Slow Cities before even

joining the movement, other cities were not already in line with Slow City ideals.

Therefore, these cities would face a greater amount of change in order to represent

themselves as a Slow City. These changes could take many forms and Slow Cities does

not demand uniformity. Some changes are promoted with any city, such as steps towards

greater environmental sustainability. For example, any change which reduces pollution is

promoted.

In a Slow City, changes which do occur are done to produce an increasingly livable and

sustainable city. However, it is not likely that many changes would be noticed, since the

focus is on sustaining the current identity. The visible result of being a Slow City may

only be noticeable in the future when other cities have become even more homo genized,

but the sense of place of a Slow city will have remained true to its identity.

Slow Cities would also take steps to prevent change even if that change has already

started to occur. If a city has started on a path of allowing globalization to negatively

affect its own local identity, Slow Cities would advocate that it is better to change the

path than to be forced to change the city's identity and quality of life.
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The city of San Vincenzo, Italy, is an example of a Slow City which has not always been

a slow city. In fact, it may need to change to a greater degree in order that it is ultimately

sustainable. San Vincenzo is located on the Mediterranean coastline of Tuscany. It

currently appears to have two competing identities.

A large supermarket complex is located in the suburban area of San Vincenzo. The

supermarket and the surrounding development are clearly designed for vehicular traffic.

A concrete surface parking lot stands between the building and the street. It is not unlike

any standard shopping development in North America. This supermarket does not appear

to be in line with Slow City ideals. In fact, much of the suburban area of San Vincenzo

appears much different than one would expect of a Slow City. There are not many

examples of urban design reflective of Slow City general philosophies.

San Vincenzo has, however, shown its commitment to urban quality and pedestrian-

focused design through its downtown area, which has been made into a pedestrian mall.

It is highly successful, as it is filled with people at all hours, walking through the area or

enjoying the numerous shops, cafes and restaurants. San Vincenzo has also promoted its

own local industries and producers on the Mediterranean coast by offering local fresh

seafood and other regional cuisine. This is an example of a Slow City supporling local

goods of high quality, instead of importing large quantities of lower quality goods.

San Vincenzo is still, therefore, very much in the process of defining itself. Its traditional

identity is focused around its geographical context: the connection to the Mediterranean
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Sea. Suburban vehicle-oriented urban growth focused the city away from the coastline.

The downtown area in which the pedestrian mall is located is in close proximity to the

sea. Thus, the city is re-establishing its identity as it grows closer to Slow City ideals.

However, the cities which are members of Slow Cities are par| of a long-term process. In

some respects, it could be referred to as a slow movement due simply to the changes

which take place over time. Cities are not pressured to change too suddenly. Slower,

deliberate and more sustainable changes are encouraged in order to produce successful

and supported results. The city of San Vincenzo is an example of a city which is on a

journey. The suburban mall area represents changes made in the past, trying to

accommodate the perceived needs of its residents. More recent changes, however,

embody an increasingly livable city which reflects its own identity.

4.3.6 Bra - Slow Food and Slow City

The city of Bra, located in northern ltaly, was the birthplace of the Slow Food movement

and continues to be its main headquarters. In fact, Slow Food is one of the largest

employers in the city. Bruna Sabille, who was the vice-Mayor of Bra when it became a

Slow City, believes that its connection to Slow Food enabled it to become a Slow City.

The philosophy was already supported by the residents, since they had observed the

benefits of Slow Food and understood the purposes behind the movement. The 'slow'

philosophy has been away of life for many years in this city. The city did not have to

change to embrace Slow Food. The residents have historically held similar values and,
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naturally, Slow Food has grown out of this local identity. Sabille expressed her own

opinion that Bra may not have joined Slow Cities if it had not already had its close

relationship with Slow Food.

Employees of the Slow Food movement, who were also residents of Bra, were

interviewed regarding the slow movements. In general, they felt that Slow Food had

made a large and positive impact on their city. However, they also felt that Bra was not

necessarily visible as a Slow City, and if they were not employees of Slow Food, they

might not have even known that Bra was a Slow City. They were unsure if the Slow City

movement was an effective and worthwhile movement, since member cities were not

obviously Slow Cities.

Roberla Cagnasso, a resident of Bra and part of the Slow Food organization, believes that

people are not actually concerned about the Slow Cities movement. Even though Slow

Food is one of the largest employers in Bra, Slow Cities has yet to make alarge public

impact. The residents, according to Cagnasso, are not aware, and may not even care, that

they live in a Slow City.

Anya Fernand, of Slow Food, believes that Slow Cities needs to become a tighter

network in order to be truly successful. Fernand, also, believes that the marketing of the

Slow Cities movement should be stronger. For example, there could be an increase of

awareness campaigns within local schools. Bra currently has a garden program and, a

school lunch program which promotes locally grown foods. Slow Food could be more
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responsible for these initiatives, since they are a visible presence in Bra and could help to

promote such causes. The fact that Bra is a Slow City is seen more through connected

Slow Food initiatives than work done specifically because it is a Slow City.

Fernand goes on to note that overall, Greve-in-Chianti does have a reputation as a Slow

City. It is known for its pedestrian focus such as the incorporation of numerous benches

and park areas. Bra, however, does not have a Slow City identity, according to Fernand.

It is a city strongly connected to Slow Food and therefore the 'slow' philosophy is

prevalent. Fernand argues, however, that this has not translated to the urban level. She

would like to see more of a pedestrian focus in the urban design of the city. Fernand,

similar to Sabille, had wondered if Bra is simply a Slow City because it is the birthplace

of Slow Food and not because it had a genuine interest in adopting the 'slow' philosophy

into every area ofurban design and policy.

Sabille noted that in order to be a Slow City, a 'slow' philosophy is needed. In many

cases this would require a change of mindset. Bra already had a focus on the 'slow'

philosophy due to its involvement with Slow Food. However, other changes take time.

Sabille notes that the car dependency of Bra is more diffrcult to change, although the city

is slowly working towards a pedestrian focus within its city.

Sabille has admitted that some residents in Bra were not initially happy with the

pollution-reduction and pedestrian focus strategies such as the elimination of older cars.

However, these are measures that the city administration has taken in order to achieve the
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livable city qualities that are encouraged by Slow Cities. In the end, Sabille notes, people

are satisfied because they have come to understand the purpose of these initiatives.

V/hen the residents experience the higher quality of urban life, they understand the

changes that the city has made.

Initiatives, such as traffic-reducing measures, have had an effect on Bra itself as well as

surrounding areas. Cities and towns surrounding Bra have looked favourably on such

initiatives. According to Bruna Sabille, this has generated interest in the Slow Cities

movement and therefore other nearby cities have expressed a desire to become member

cities. Positive changes in the Slow Cities increase urban standards in each city's area,

influencing other cities to follow the example, whether or not they are actually a Slow

City.

Sabille maintains, however, that the Slow Cities mandate goes far beyond simply

reducing traffic and increasing pedestrian-focused design. She believes that the strength

of the Slow Cities is in the network approach. Because there are many member cities

working together, the cities can provide support to each other. At the annual meeting,

representatives for Slow Cities have the opportunity to share difficulties from their own

city and brainstorm towards solutions for various problems.

Interviewees strongly agreed with the goals and philosophies of Slow Cities. Most of the

negative comments regarded the opinion that Slow Cities was not doing enough. In other

words, the marketing efforts were not as effective as they could be and the movement as
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a whole was not getting its message across. Many residents did not even know that they

lived in a Slow City. Initiatives could be promoted and linked to the Slow Cities name in

order to effectively market the movement.

If the movement became strongly marketed so that everyone knew about Slow Cities, and

tourists were drawn to the area simply because of this aspect, there is potential that the

very nature and identity of the city would change. This is not the goal of Slow Cities. If

Slow Cities continues as it has been, where awareness is low but initiatives continue to

occur and place-sustaining is effective, the movement may, in the end, be an extremely

effective background and foundational movement for the cities which hold membership.

4.3.7 Ludlow, England and the Connection to Food

The Slow Cities have identities which strongly centre on the local food industry. This is

not necessarily a condition of being a member city. However, the local sense of place is

often visible through a close relationship with local produce, traditional foods and locally

produced handicrafts. This link with local food emphasizes the imporlant role which

Slow Food had in the beginnings of Slow Cities, as well as in current Slow City

initiatives.

The city of Ludlow, Shropshire, England, has had a historical connection to its local

agriculture industries. This connection is evident in the annual Ludlow Food Festival,

which brings around 12,000 people to the city þopulation: i0,000) over a three day
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period. Ludlow is one of the more recent members of Slow Cities. The local food

connection in this city, as celebrated by the festival, has been apart of this place since

before Slow Cities existed. Many of the Slow Cities held these 'slow' philosophies

before becoming member cities. In Ludlow, the 'slow' label appears to simply recognize

and confirm what was akeady there. Ludlow was already known as a place to buy high

quality local items, whete one could browse local shops and feel a true sense of urban

identity. The Slow City movement has brought further support to Ludlow. The

association of the word 'slow' with the city name, shops and local produce is an attempt

to fuither verify its authenticity and the sense of place in which a visitor will participate.

The city of Ludlow, Shropshire, was the first English city to become a member of Slow

Cities. When Ludlow joined the Slow Cities movement in January 2}04,the Slow Cities

movement did have to adapt slightly in order to be introduced in Britain. The primary

cause for change was the existing British city administration, which varied from that of

Italy. The basic principles, goals and philosophies remained true to the original Slow

Cities vision. The practical working out of this vision did not incur dramatic change.

Ludlow as a Slow city is recognizable as a member of the movement.

To contrast Ludlow as a Slow City with the original Italian cities, one must remember

that, in ltaly, the mayor of a town or city would have adequate resources and authority so

that the city could easily be adapted to a Slow City. Consultations with other levels of

government or public consultations did not have to occur. The mayor would have the

freedom to officially have the city become a Slow City and then inform the public. In
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England, however, various levels of government have authority over elements of the

municipality. The mayor of a city or town does not have complete authority which would

enable him/her to make changes to every areatypical of a slow city.

For example, some roadways are under the authority of aregional or national level of

government. Even if the municipality decides to become a Slow City, it may not have the

authority to increase pedestrianizationof the overall urban design or to increase

greenspace in ceftain areas or introduce certain measures to cut pollution. These

differences may result in a less immediate overall change to the local area.

Ludlow, similar to many of the original Slow Cities in ltaly, was already an embodiment

of the typical values of the slow movement. Ludlow did not have to change dramatically

to become a Slow City. Its membership in the movement can be viewed as recognition of

what already defines the city. Ludlow was already well known for its outdoor markets

selling local, fresh produce and goods, as well as the numerous shops and restaurants

which offer local foods. The city is maintained at a walkable scale and the sense is that

the city already placed a high priority on its distinct sense of place and a strong sense of

identity' It marketed itself based on these factors and the economic future of the town

became dependent on the continuation of its local identity as presented to tourists and

local residents alike.

Ludlow was able to become a Slow City, perhaps due to the fact that the philosophical

suppotl and the city policy precedents were already in place. Ludlow was not dependent
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on big box stores moving into the a¡ea. Residents and tourists shopped at local stores,

buying local goods. The vernacular architecture was maintained and identity was evident

throughout the city's urban fabric. Is this a possibility for any city? Ludlow, as one local

resident remarked, was wealthy enough to be a slow city. It was a city which was

already known for the values which define slow. Itdid not have to discover a new,

locally based industry on which to depend, in order to maintain its economic status. It

did not need to shift its focus away from large retailers which did have local ties, in order

to be successful as a tourist destination. Ludlow was able to afford membership in the

Slow Cities movement without shifting its economic base.

The regional attitude of the areas surrounding Ludlow is generally supportive of the goals

and aims of the Slow Cities movement. The city of Ludlow can be viewed as an example

of a Slow City which embodied the 'slow' philosophy even prior to becoming a member

city. The regional attitude of the surrounding areas can also be seen as representative of

these general philosophies.

The English organization Common Ground works for the local identity of place.

Common Ground acknowledges that,

"Localities must always be open to outside influences, new people, new ideas,
activities, design and just as nature keeps experimenting, they must face the
paradox of persistence and change. But change may enrich ór it may homogenize
or diminish." 62

Common Ground, therefore, seeks to fight for local authenticity and distinctiveness - the

particular qualities of place which support localization as opposed to globalization.

62 
Common Ground website [accessed November 7,20051. Available from: hftp://www.england-in-

particular. info/bui ldpath.html
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Much of Common Ground's work can be viewed as the English alternative to Slow Food,

or similar movements. Common Ground, however, goes beyond simply dealing with

food, to identifying local distinctiveness in the built environment, surrounding landscape

and promoting alternative transportation. Common Ground is actively involved in the

process of localization. Their website notes that they

"try to inspire people to join in exploration of the richness in everyday places,
popular culture, common wildlife, ordinary buildings and landscapes, to revalue
our emotional entanglement with places and all that they mean to us and to go on
to become actively involved in their care." o'

The philosophy behind Common Ground is representative of the regional importance of

local distinctiveness in Ludlow and numerous other English towns and cities. The step

toward becoming a Slow City was not great since the local regional philosophy did not

have to change. Slow Cities fits with the existing philosophy of Ludlow, which is

generally in keeping with that of Common Ground.

The fact that Ludlow did not need to change dramatically to be a Slow City may be one

of the most interesting points regarding the Slow Cities movement. If the movement is in

place to aid the sustaining of place and identity, then change isn't necessarily sought

after. Ludlow's sense of place was already representative of its identity, and this was

reflective of the vernacular environment, industry and urban design. For Ludlow, the

decision to become a Slow City involved recognition of its present sense of place and a

desire to maintain that sense of place and not lose it due to possible future trends or

pressures. In this case, Slow Cities has been able to function alongside acity, in order to

Ibid. Available from: http://www.england-in-particular.info/cground.html
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support it in its own continuation of its true identity. Ludlow did not have to start

initiatives revolving around place-making, since the sense of place already existed. It

was actually important to take steps towards place-sustaining and thereby ensure that its

identity was valued as an integrulpart of the city,s future.

4.3.8 In-Depth Interviews: Slow Cities Critique

There wel'e several criticisms which arose during in-depth interviews, most dominant of

which include themes involving the cost of living, and discussions surrounding

marketing. This section briefly discusses these two criticisms, relative to the ltalian

context and interview discussions.

Cost of Living

The issue of a high cost of living has been identified as central to Italian urban planning

issues overall. The country has a high population for its limited amount of space. Land

is at a premium. The Slow Cities are also at a disadvantage due to this problem, and

unfoftunately, the goals and policies of the Slow Cities do nothing to attempt to alleviate

the cost of housing.

Many smaller Italian cities have experienced population growth, including people

moving to the countryside and away from the big cities, and people from other countries

setting up summer homes in rural areas and towns. Tuscany, in fact, has been referred to
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as "Tuscanyshire" because of its popularity amongst British citizens who buy rural

Tuscan villas for their own holiday retreats.

However, due to the strong sense of generational identity in a specific place, young

families are likely to remain in, or retum to, their hometown to retain their family

corurections and familiar community.

These factors place a strong demand on housing and services in rural Italy and in its small

cities and towns. There is pressure for towns to grow and for new houses to be

constructed on acreages. This increases the price ofhousing and creates an unaffordable

housing market for many ltalians.

Massimo Boffi recognized that this is the case in Orvieto. He noted that people are

attached to their homes. It is common that homes are passed down within a family, over

many generations, and therefore the houses themselves hold strong ancestral value.

Moreover, people who work in Rome, which is a one-hour commute by train from

Orvieto, have discovered the higher quality of life in cities like Orvieto. Many

commuters live in Orvieto and travel to work. This has increased the demand for

affordable housing, although the cost of housing continues to rise.

Borri maintains that this was an issue in Orvieto even before the creation of Slow Cities.

Orvieto was already seen as a desirable place to live and housing was already in high

demand. Howevet, the Slow Cities policy does not address this issue and there are no
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initiatives which help to create more affordable houses or a more accessible standard of

living. Most of the interviewees indicated that Slow Cities was meant primarily to

provide a high quality of living for the residents. However, this movement has not

addressed this issue of the affordability of living, and the necessity of affordable housing,

which is central to a resident's own experience of the quality of life offered by a city.

Mørketing

Another criticism, identified by several interviewees, was that the marketing aspect of the

Slow Cities movement left much to be desired. The three people interviewed in Bra

believed that the average resident in Bra is not aware that they live in a Slow City. In

fact, they go on to say that most people are not even a\¡/are of the title .Slow City.,

The people interviewed for this practicum expressed a desire for strong and effective

marketing so that their cities would be known as cities of quality. And, certainly, the

aspect of Knowledge' expressed as an official Slow Cities goal, promotes the use of

initiatives which create local and national awareness of the Slow Cities movement, as

well as the individual member cities.

Stefano Mocio believes that the average resident did, in fact, understand that they live in

a Slow City and they understand what membership in the Slow Cities actually means.

Mocio would argue that the SIow cities marketing aspect is effective.
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However, a majority of interviewees would disagree, believing that the average resident

should be aware that they live in a Slow City. Based on observation, it is not necessarily

obvious that these cities are Slow Cities. In fact, it is very possible that the title ,Slow

City' may not even be seen or heard during a visit to a slow city. Restaurants and food

shops within these cities are more likely to advertise that they are paft of the Slow Food

movement. Posters advertising Slow Food were observed in numerous places throughout

the Slow Cities.

This argument, however, may depend on the obseryer's point of view. If one understands

the aspects of a Slow City, and is actually in search of visible indications thatacity is a

Slow City, then the membership of a city may appear to be slightly more obvious. The

urban design principles, environmental initiatives, as well as the visible promotion of

Slow Food, are clear indicators of a Slow City. However, to the average resident or

tourist, there is nothing in these cities that obviously proclaims the title ,Slow City.,

Massimo Borri provides the added criticism that the Slow Cities movement is actually

growing too fast' At the time of the interview, in July 2004,Borri notes that there are

over 60 Italian Slow Cities, plus Slow Cities in other European countries. Although this

growth reflects positively on the movement, it was not anticipated and now the

movement has to deal with unforeseen challenges, which are directly related to this rapid

growth.
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This rate of growth - over 60 cities in less than 5 years - clearly reveals that the Slow

Cities message is being conveyed. The average resident may not understand that they

live in a Slow City, but the Mayors and administrators in each city do. They have seen

the benefits of membership first hand, observed in neighbouring cities.

Local residents may not notice place-sustaining measures being implemented. They

might not notice their high quality of life, or their high standards of urban design being

maintained. Ideally, Slow Cities membership does not involve drastic change to a city,

and therefore, policies may go unnoticed. This, however, may be one of the successes of

Slow Cities' The movement helps to maintain a quality of life for its residents. These

measures have been noticed by other Mayors and administrators as being effective and

therefore have been adopted in other cities. As well, the place-sustaining measures are

effectively maintaining the local identity to the degree that the averageresident has not

even noticed. It appears that, after five years, the member cities are effectively doing

what they started out to do.

4.4 Conclusion

This chapter has outlined the research conducted in ltaly. This includes the area of

background information and the Slow Food movement. The Slow Cities movement is

discussed in reference to the information provided by interviewees. These interviewees

include mayors, city offrcials and employees of the Slow Food movement. Observations

regarding the cities visited were also noted, in order to provide further on-site
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information. Specific information concerning the framework and organization of the

SIow Cities movement was also provided, based upon the findings of the ltaly-based in-

depth interviews.

The Slow Cities were inspired by the Slow Food movement, but have established

themselves as distinct urban areas with shared values, goals and philosophies. Although

the Slow Cities movement advocates certain similarities such as environmental

sustainability and pedestrian design, each city is focused on its own local identity. The

policies and goals of the movement are not intended to create homogenized urban

environments. The key assets of place continue to be of central importance. Slow Cities

recognizes, however, that ahealthy local identity is dependent on a sustainable

environment. Also, a vibrant, livable urban area is one in which its residents are

welcomed to walk throughout the city and spend time in high quality environments

designed to be used. These policies are intended to provide the framework from which

the local assets can be sustained and enjoyed as part of the local identity.

The Slow Cities movement is an example of an urban identity movement which is rooted

in the sustainability of place. In-depth interviews revealed a focus on local

distinctiveness and the desire to find solutions toward sustaining this representation of

identity. Although the interviewees were positive and supportive concerning the Slow

Cities movement, it is clear that this movement is in its early stages and the identified

criticisms must be addressed.
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The Slow Cities movement has grown from its small beginnings in the Italian

countryside. The city of Ludlow, England, is an example of the application of the

movement in a different context. This also illustrates the ironic philosophical

placelessness of a movement which is primarily motivated to sustain local place. The

Slow Cities, similar to that of Slow Food, has already displayed signs of a global reach

and influence. However, this movement seeks to support and sustain local identity, even

when these local identities are located around the world.
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5.0 MANITOBA' CANADA

5.1 Introduction

The purpose of this practicum is not only to understand the Slow Cities in their current

form and context, but also to explore possibilities of application to rural Manitoba. This

chapter provides research findings regarding the fourth research question: In what ways

can the philosophies of the Slow Cities movement be adapted to cities and towns in

Manitoba, Canada? Following on-site research in ltaly, this question became a natural

next step in this research project. Slow Cities is an identity movement and therefore

intrinsically linked to the local identity of each member city. Thus far, these cities have

been located in continental Europe and Great Britain, where the context could be

considered relatively similar. Therefore, a major question arises: are the Slow Cities a

success simply because they are in a culture which already values such priorities?

The Slow Cities movement has established members in countries other than ltaly. There

are now Slow Cities in Germany, Norway and England. This may be significant since

these cities, although they are European, are not Latin countries. Therefore, Slow Cities

has already succeeded in being established in a different cultural setting. Some small

changes to policy had to occur when establishing Slow Cities in other countries. These

mainly focused on working the Slow City policies into the local municipal policies,

which had a different framework in each country. The philosophies and basic principles

have remained the same.
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For the purpose of examining possible application in North America, the Manitoba rural

context was chosen for further research due to the strong differences between cultural

contexts in Manitoba and in ltaly, as well as the dramatic shift in identities facing many

of these urban and rural areas. Further, the Manitoba context is my own local context. It

was this context which originally inspired this identity-based and place-sustaining

research.

Manitoba-based city planners, as well as other professionals working in government and

journalism who are involved with planning in rural areas, were interviewed for this

practicum. During the in-depth interviews, the Slow Cities movement was explained and

discussed. Most of the people interviewed had no prior knowledge of the Slow Cities or

the slow philosophy, and none had in-depth knowledge concerning these areas. Further

to discussing the Slow Cities movement, the interviews also covered areas regarding the

current situation of Manitoban towns and rural areas, and the interviewee's personal

opinion concerning the possibility of Slow Cities being located in Manitoba. The

following provides research findings based on their responses, as well as additional

research.

Typically, the Manitoban prairie region is filled with small farming communities. The

local town services the small family-run farms in the immediate area. This creates a

strong identity and sense of community in the area, as well as a distinct sense of purpose
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in the town. Historically, there has been a great likelihood of both local dependence and

support regarding locally grown foods and goods in the town.

However, the identity of many of these communities has been under threat. The small

family-run farm is becoming less common and larger farming businesses and industries

are taking over large areas of land. The scale of the landscape is shifting. There are far

fewer actual landowners and residents in a given geographical area. By extension, this

results in fewer people requiring the services of a small town. The town therefore

suffers, and its future is at risk.

The typical Manitoban town is far different from the Italian Slow Cities or the example of

Ludlow, England. Where many of the examples provided in this practicum could have

been considered slow cities before actually becoming Slow Cities, most Manitoba towns

do not appear to embody the slow values and ideals. Therefore, many towns would have

to change, as opposed to simply sustain their current direction, if they were to become

members of the Slow City movement.

5.2 Observations of 'Slow' Existing in Manitoba

The basic philosophies of Slow Cities could, in fact, already be represented in different

forms in Manitoba. Although there is no single existing movement which holistically

represents all aspects similar to Slow Cities, there are several smaller communities,

organizations or movements which could be linked to separate aspects of Slow Cities.
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Many of these were highlighted by the Manitoba-based planners who were interviewed

for this practicum.

To begin with, farmers' markets exist and thrive across Canada. Many small towns

across rural Manitoba continue to build upon the success of their own farmers' markets,

which specialize in locally produced food and goods. The markets also strengthen

relationships between town residents and the local farmers, building a stronger sense of

community in the immediate region. This emphasis on local foods, the traditional

industry of farming in the area, and the sustained ties between culture, food, local

producers and the land, are all representative of basic Slow City philosophies. As well,

farmers' markets are a focus of community marketing, similar to the Slow Cities. A town

will market itself, in part, based on a local farmers' market, seeking tourists who are

interested in fresh, local goods of high quality. Therefore, the town gains a reputation

based on local food and goods and its relationship with the surrounding landscape. On a

grassroots scale, the example of farmers' markets is practically and philosophically

supportive of the ideas which gave birth to the Slow Cities movement.

Although farmers' markets may be common throughout Manitoba, people buy goods

there on a casual basis. The farmers' market vendors have not become suppliers of

restaurants or shops. It is often difficult to find restaurants or cafes which serve locally-

produced goods, or grocery stores which stock these foods on a regular basis. During in-

depth interviews, two planners noted that Peak of the Market 6o has started to change

these trends. However, the province's general dependency on imported goods would be

64 More information on Peak of the Market can be found at www.peakmarket.com
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difficult to change on a larger scale, if Slow Cities policies were implemented. Another

interviewee noted that one impediment to a community being completely self-sufficient

and dependent on local food is the Manitoba climate. Due to cold and long winters, food

would likely need to be imported, despite a stronger local dependency which might occur

during summer and autumn months.

On the level of cultural sustainability, there are many communities across Manitoba

whose dedication towards the continuation of their own sense of place based on

traditions, ethnic heritage, religion or language, reflect the importance of local identity

embodied in the Slow Cities movement. For example, the town of St. Laurent, Manitoba

is acentre of Métis culture. Annual festivals are heldto celebratethe local culture,

heritage and language of the Métis people. St. Laurent's sense of place is therefore

defined by its traditional cultural identity. Traditional foods and recipes are a paft of

everyday life in this community. Traditional music and storytelling also play amajor

role in community life, including the importance of such elements in the education of

young community members. St. Laurent also markets itself based on the assets of its

own rich cultural heritage and the traditional way of life which continues to shape the

modern day community. St. Laurent, located on the eastern shore of Lake Manitoba,

depends on the local environment for its fishing industry. Therefore, the presence of the

lake, the tradition of fishing, and the local cuisine based upon this industry and its

context, have permeated every parl of life in this community. St. Laurent has decided to

build upon these assets, which represent the strengths within the local area, as opposed to
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depending on the investment of large business and industry which have little or nothing

to do with the traditions and culture of the community.

One Manitoba-based planner, when interviewed, stated the importance of community

development in terms of building upon a community's own assets, in towns such as St.

Laurent. This planner agreed with the philosophy of the Slow Cities but he felt that

towns like St. Laurent were already moving forward based on similar goals without

actually being part of the Slow Cities movement. It was also expressed, during this

interview, that Slow Cities may simply be a new name for the traditional community

development initiatives which already support and define many Manitoba communities.

These local communities and regions may end up with similar results of a strenglhened

community without membership in a new international movement. This planner,

therefore, felt that Slow Cities was simply a new name - a new form of marketinø

perhaps - for standard city planning practices in rural communities.

The Hutterite communities were also identif,ied by several interviewees, as examples of

philosophies similar to Slow Cities which are already present in Manitoba. The Hutterite

community, or colony, is inhabited by people who share the same faith, culture, and

family connections. Although a Hutterite community does not present itself as a standard

town, its firm desire to sustain its own traditional culture, including the dependence on

local food and goods, can be viewed as similar to the underlying philosophies of Slow

Cities.
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Throughout Manitoba, local festivals celebrate a community's culture, the local food

industry, locally produced goods and a community's relationship with its immediate

context. The desire to sustain a sense of place and a local identity is strong throughout

Manitoba. Many communities view these elements as being integral to who they are as a

small town in a rural setting.

The multicultural identity is becoming increasingly visible in Manitoba's rural

communities. These communities originally developed from a single ethnic immigration

source. For example, numerous Ukrainian communities are scattered throughout

Manitoba. Upon arrival in Manitoba, Ukrainian immigrants established towns which

reflected their own identity. Identity focused on a typical organization with communities

built around a church and religion playing a major part in the sustaining of Ukrainian

identity in a different land. Festivals and cultural centres were also used to maintain this

identity. The Ukrainian Cultural and Educational Centre notes that since the 1950s,

many people have moved from rural areas to larger urban centres. Therefore, the original

small Ulaainian communities have changed, largely in terms of decline, and the

Ukrainian identity has been forced to sustain itself within a larger, multicultural context.

Through cultulal aspects such as language, religion and customs, identity has been

maintained, although not strongly represented in the built environment as had been the

case in established Ukrainian communities.6s

65 Information concerning Ukrainian communities in Manitoba, as well as Ukrainian identity, can be
found on the Ukainian Cultural and Educational Centre's website. [Accessed July I5, 2005]. Available
from: www.oseredok.org/ucec/harveslenglish.html
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Based on these examples, as a small sample of the overall reality, it is clear that on a

grassroots level there are elements of the Slow Cities philosophy which are already

present in rural Manitoba. It is interesting to note that Manitoba interviewees identified

horticultural-related industries and organizations as part of the existing philosophical

foundation upon which Slow Cities could be established. In Italy, however, discussions

centred on the agricultural industries. The reason for this difference may be that the

agricultural industries in Italy, particularly in context of the Slow Cities, are on a small

scale and therefore represent the traditional local identity and are more easily integrated

with the Slow Food movement. In the Manitoba context, the agricultural industry is

shifting to a larger scale, which is much more diff,rcult to maintain as part of a localized

identity. The smaller horticultural industry is more likely to be identified on a grassroots

level with local identity and sense of place. Therefore, the interviewees in Manitoba

associated the 'slow' philosophy with the horticultural industry, as opposed to

agricultural.

5.3 Administration and Organuation

The grassroots trends and philosophies, which interviewees felt could be part of an

existing philosophical foundation for a future Slow Cities movement in Manitoba, have

not translated into municipal administrative decisions on a coherent strategy. However,

since many Manitoba communities currently have community development initiatives in

place, and many of these initiatives echo different aspects of the Slow Cities movement,

some interviewees wondered if there is a place for Slow Cities in Manitoba. One of the
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strong benefits of the Slow Cities movement is its ability to represent a holistic range of

initiatives which support and invigorate the multiple aspects working together to form a

cohesive sense of urban community in relationship to rural context.

The municipal level on which the Slow Cities is currently operated in each European

member community gives it a level of authority which is not present in many of the

grassroots community development initiatives throughout Manitoba. Ideally, the affected

levels of government would work together to increase the livability and slow aspects of a

city.

One important aspect of Slow Cities which is necessary for the movement's success is

that the movement operates as a network of cities. This network operates on its own

scale, based more on shared philosophies and goals, as opposed to a geographical scale.

The Slow Cities netwotk advocates the strength of communities working together. In

fact, it is due to the urban network that each small city is able to be strengthened in its

own unique identity. The relationships between communities here in Manitoba differ

from that of the Slow Cities. Whereas many small towns are highly competitive in order

to gain rural development advantages, Slow Cities work to support each other and

cooperatively work towards the Slow Cities goals. For a community to have the option

ofsuccessful, long-term place-sustaining, and not necessarily having to be dependent on

competing for industry and development, there must be an awareness of relationship and

cooperation between deliberately linked areas and towns.
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The political and administrative differences between municipalities in North America and

Europe are great. This was considered alarge reason for why Slow Cities would either

not work in North America, or changes would have to be made in order for it to be

successful. David Freshwater, of the University of Kentucky, writes that "historically,

national governments have played the key role in rural development policy.

Consequently, most rural residents in Canada and the United States continue to look to

national governments for assistance in addressing rural development problems." 66

Because of this difference, rural municipalities may not have the authority or decision-

making capabilities of their Italian counterparts. Italian Slow Cities were instituted by

the mayors and the administration was maintained at a local level. This is, after all,

standard for Italian municipalities.

Some of the Manitoba-based planners who were interviewed believed that a Slow Cities

related movement would be successful in Manitoba, but perhaps would work best at a

small scale. There were suggestions of slow neighbourhoods, or slow organizations

which would not necessarily be dependent on geographical proximity. Certainly, smaller

communities within urban areas, or other organizations, could benefit from the holistic

policies and goals on which the Slow Cities movement is based. However, without the

overarching network of cities and towns on the same scale, which provide support and

new ideas, any other version of a similar movement would be lacking.

66 Freshwater, David. 'Delusions of Grandeur: The Search for Vibrant Rural America,' in Halseth,
Greg and Regine Halseth, ed. (Brandon: Rural Development Institute, Brandon University, 2004):39.
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One interviewee noted that, despite the fact that Slow Cities is not organized as a

grassroots movement, the presence of strong local community leaders would determine

the success of such a movement in rural Manitoba. This person was concerned that there

are consistently fewer numbers of local leaders in small communities. In part, this is due

to the fact that there are fewer entrepreneurs and small business owners, who historically

were the natural community leaders. Because of the presence of large, internationally-

owned businesses being located in place of small community-owned businesses, there are

less business owners and therefore fewer community leaders.

Several people interviewed felt that if a movement such as Slow Cities would be

successful in Manitoba, itmay have to start as a grassroots movement. Even though

Slow Cities in Europe is not a grassroots movement,the slow philosophy there did begin

on a grassroots level, an example of which is the Slow Food movement. If there was a

stronger acceptance of slow on a grassroots level, then a civic-oriented movement may be

more successful. The current grassroots orientation of organic producers and co-

operatives would be more agreeable to the slow philosophy. These types of grassroots

organizations may be easily transfemed to, or included within, a Slow City, and could

potentially be used to assist in gaining support for a Slow Cities movement in Manitoba.

5.4 Zoning

Despite differences in administrative powers and levels of governance, the municipalities

of Manitoba do have significant authority to make changes which would be in line with
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the Slow Cities movement. In the bookAbove and Beyond: Visualizing Changes in

Small Towns and Rural Areas, authors Julie Campoli, Elizabeth Humstone and Alex

Maclean write that "communities possess perhaps the most important powerful tool of

all to address the scale of development: local zoning regulations . .. (which) can . ..

tighten up development, intensify it, and make it more efficient and attractive." 67 The

clear significance of zoning on the livability of the city affirms the importance of both

civic leaders' and city planners' involvement if Slow Cities - or a similar movement -

would occur here in North America. Some administrative decisions may fall under

different categories when comparing Manitoba to ltaly. However, city planners and civic

leaders could balance responsibilities of implementing zoning changes and therefore

creating a stronger framework for the establishment of Slow Cities in Manitoba.

The zoning of a town - although not directly discussed in Slow Cities related material -

is one factor which influences the degree to which a city would be considered "slow".

Therefole, many of these slow movement philosophies could theoretically take place in

Manitoba urban areas. However, instead of simply encompassing political decisions,

planners should also potentially be involved and dedicated to the slow philosophy, if the

Slow Cities movement were to be established in Manitoba.

Zoning can require such amenities as green space, a pedestrian environment, smaller

store frontages, trees and plants along a street, and other aspects which have become

typical of the value placed on the environment and a livable and walkable city, with Slow

67 Campoli, Julie, Elizabeth Humstone, and Alex Maclean. Above and Beyond: Visualizing
Changes in Small Towns ønd Rurql Areas. (Chicago, lllinois: Planners Press, American Planning
Association, 2002): 166.
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Cities. Therefore, city planners could take steps to creating an increasingly livable

environment in Manitoba's rural towns. Zoninginvolves technical and practical

decisions, which nevertheless have the ability to reflect the desired future of a

community, as well as aid in sustaining the local sense of place.

5.5 Public Support

The idea of sustaining a sense of place can be fairly controversial in the smaller towns of

rural Manitoba. During in-depth interviews with Manitoba-based city planners, many

interviewees stated that rural residents would view the notion of sustaining as being the

opposite of progress. Planners feel that there is a general desire for visible development

in smaller cities and towns. Therefore the idea of progress is important, and

sustainability of place is perceived as the opposite of progress and development. There is

a strong sense that a community can only be in decline or in a state of growth. The act of

sustaining is understood, by the average resident, as being closer to decline than to

growth.

Interviewees also felt that the use of the word 'slow,' in the title Slow Cities, may be

interpreted as slow growth or the opposite of progress and development. Since there is

not an established meaning of the word 'slow' in terms of Slow Food or Slow Cities,

residents may not understand the implied intention of the use of this word.
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City planners from Manitoban communities felt that these communities needed visible

growth and development in order to retain residents who might leave if there was a

perception of decline. Therefore, the thought of membership in this movement, which

uses the word slow and is supportive of sustaining a sense of place, would likely come up

against opposition from within the community. Planners who were interviewed felt that

residents would want to see more work in their communities focused on fast growth and

larger scale development, even if that meant a shift away from a close relationship with

local farming industries, use of local foods, and the presence of a sustained traditional

culture and way of life.

This issue of public support is perhaps one of the largest differences between Slow Cities

in Italy and any possibility of the movement taking root in Manitoba. In ltaly, Paolo

Saturnini noted that he was able to simply declare that Greve-in-Chianti was a Slow City.

No public support was required. He admitted that, at first, some residents were not

supporlive. However, his position as mayor allowed him to make such a decision. By

the time of the next election, people were able to observe any changes and see the

benefits of being a Slow City and the result was that Saturnini was re-elected the

maximum number of times allowable. Therefore, Saturnini did receive public support,

but not immediately. In Manitoba, however, a mayor would be taking alarge risk to

make such a decision and may not actually be able to go ahead with it, if enough

opposition existed. Public support would be required before membership was attained.
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One Manitoba-based interviewee felt that a movement such as Slow Cities may work

more successfully in the smaller urban areas of Morden or Winkler, Manitoba. Here,

there is already a strong sense of cultural identity, based on ethnicity and faith. There is

also a strong sense of community throughout the local agricultural area. Winkler, in

particular, has strong incentives to attact its young people back, as well as attracting new

immigrants. Therefore, its population growth may demand a place-sustaining solution

such as Slow Cities.

However, another person interviewed disagreed, arguing that Slow Cities would be a

tough sell in that region. This is due to the perception that the residents in this area

generally want less government policy and top-down enforcement of planning

regulations. Although residents of this arca generally do have a strong sense of

community, and historically they are loyal to their own local goods and local shops, they

still would want to retain the freedom to choose for themselves. This interviewee also

pointed out that, although there is a clear relationship between these urban areas and local

agriculture, a Wal-mart recently moved to Winkler and has been strongly supported by

local residents. Therefore, this person was not convinced that arearesidents would

completely support a movement such as Slow Cities.

The people of the Morden and Winkler areas are not largely in support of government-

imposed urban design policies, according to the in-depth interview findings. There is a

strong sense that residents should have the freedom to do whatever they choose with their

own private land. One planner referred to this as a frontier mentality. Government
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intervention and involvement is generally not seen as positive by the majority of local

residents.

A sense of desperation was noted to exist in most rural Manitoban communities. Because

of this desperation, many of these communities would quickly receive alarge industry or

company, with the hope of gaining employment and sustaining population. The issue of

loss of local identity would be a secondary concern, at best.

Rural areas in Manitoba have a strong focus on initiatives and policies which are

generally implemented with the goal of increased development. However, development

brings forced change, either positive or negative, to the place. V/ith successful

development, a small community will change into a larger urban centre. Freshwater

notes that "while becoming urban may bring economic prosperity, it is at the cost of no

longer being rural. This raises the important question of what does rural development

entail, if it does not mean becoming urban?" 68 Development, therefore, must be sought

after in a balanced manner. A place's identity will quickly shift with development and

growth. This is not necessarily a negative phenomenon, but it is imperative that any

changes are deliberate and anticipated so that a place's positive identity may have the

greatest possibility of being sustained throughout.

68 Freshwater, David.
Greg and Regine Halseth, ed.

'Delusions of Grandeur: The Search for Vibrant Rural America,' in Halseth,
(Brandon: Rural Development Institute, Brandon University, 2004): 34.
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5.6 Public Education

The education component of Slow Cities would be essential to any Slow Cities

movement in Manitoba. Small towns and rural areas do have an identity, but it appears to

be typically overshadowed by a sense of inferiority due to population decline statistics.

However, Gerald Hodge and Mohammed Qadeer note that the typical Canadian town is a

symbol of perseverance. The greatest asset of these small urban areas is their stoic

determinatiott.6e Whereas Italian towns thrive under the knowledge of remaining the

same, in size, identity and reputation, many Manitoban towns strive to grow, to become

more imporlant, and to be perceived as the new and exciting place to live. Interviewees

noted that Manitoban towns have not understood that maintaining an identity does not

equal community decline.

Therefore, knowledge and education concerning the value of current identity would be

necessary. In order to sustain a sense of place, the community must be proud of the

identity. The sense of place must be at the forefront when initiatives, policies or town

marketing ideas are implemented.

Some planners felt that if Slow Cities would ever be successful in Manitoba, many years

of public education would have to come first. People would have to understand the value

of having an increasingly self-sustaining community, with shops and restaurants using

local goods and food. They would have to value the importance of their own traditional

6e Hodge, G. D., and Qadeer, M. A. Towns and Villages in Canada: The Importance of Being
Unimportant. (Toronto. Butterworth & Co. (Canada) Ltd., l9B3).
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identity andrealize that certain types of growth or development may place that identity at

risk. If this shift in the population did not occur, it would be unlikely that Slow Cities

would be broadly accepted.

Although these factors may increase the difficulty of applying all Slow City philosophies

and motivations to the Manitoba context, the general idea of Slow Cities is still a possible

area of application. Any city or small town in Manitoba could choose to become an

increasingly livable city. The changes towards a pedestrian environment, an

environmentally sustainable urban area, and being a place known for its high quality local

goods are all possible even in a multicultural setting. The actual policies, goals, and

underlying philosophies of Slow Cities are applicable in numerous settings, and could be

applied even where there is a lack of an established, historical, and tangible, identity.

5.7 Local Identity

The challenge for the Slow City movement will be when it transcends further cultural and

geographical boundaries. At that point, many questions would have to be considered.

V/hat aspects of North American urban identity and culture would the Slow Cities

support, and what aspects would be changed? What aspects should be supporled simply

because they are inherent to a rural Manitoban town identity? What aspects would

change simply because they did not conform to what a Slow City 'should' look like, even

if that expectation is more rooted in European identity, as opposed to North American?
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if Slow Cities are applied, as a general case study, to situations in rural Manitoba, the risk

remains of generalizations and unsuitable applications. As Leonie Sandercock writes,

"compiling case studies and generalizing from them (to produce 'best practices', for

example) [sic] does not overcome this problem, as the more we attempt generalizations,

the fuither we remove ourselves from the specific historical, cultural, instifutional,

political and economic circumstances that shape place." t0 Mattitoban cities, towns and

rural areas are specific to themselves, and therefore any applied solution must first be

f,rltered through the context of local identity and the impoftance of sustaining the

vernacular sense of place.

A major difference between Manitoban and Italian communities is the apparent sense of

identity. Due to the recent history of the agricultural industry, as well as the builrup

urban areas, the established traditions and reputations ofltalian rural areas are largely

absent in the rural prairie environment. The Manitoba-based interviewees agreed that

Italy has a strong historical connection to local food, and this identity has likely aided in

the success of Slow Cities in Italian regions. However, they believe that Manitoba has

largely lost its connection to local food, and therefore this would be a great challenge to

implementing Slow Cities in Manitoba.

V/hen considering the application of Slow Cities to other parts of the world, the priority

must be that each local identity is the def,rning factor. Slow Cities, as a brand, ol.as an

identity in itself, should not overwhelm the local identity which it is intending to support

'70 
Sandercock, Leonie. Cosmopolis II; Mongrel Cities in the 2I'' Century. (Continuum: London,

2003):158.
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and sustain. Indeed, the Slow City movement has no intention of harming local culture.

The opposite is in fact true.

In seeking to sustain local identity, it is important to be focused on the value of local

assets. If towns are able to be viable attractions based on their local assets, there will be

less of a need to seek outside business or industry investment in order to maintain the

community' s viability.

The act of place-sustaining in rural areas can also be attributed to a way of promoting the

worth of these areas and their importance to their counterpart larger urban areas.

Freshwater notes that rural areas have increasingly been viewed as an asset, not only due

to farming and production capabilities, but also in the capacity of environmental

management and maintaining the visual attractiveness of the surrounding landscape.

Rural areas in Europe have become particularly aware of "their role as custodians of the

natural environment and historic cultural resources as a way to demonstrate their

importance to urban society." 7l Although this act of place-sustaining may appear

positive, Freshwater goes on to propose that a focus on preservation may cost rural areas

in potential growth or even loss of potential industry and manufacturing investment. An

area must be aware of potential economic consequences to favouring preservation.

However, the fact that this trend towards sustainability is gaining popularity and that it

may also provide economic benefits as its importance is better understood by urban

t' Freshwater, David. 'Delusions of Grandeur: The Search for Vibrant Rural America,' in Halseth,

Greg and Regine Halseth, ed. (Brandon: Rural Development Institute, Brandon University, 2004): 30.
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dwellers, means that any future growth of these areas has a higher likelihood of being

balanced with sustainability of place.

Freshwater writes of preservation and its benefits and consequences. However, it is

important to note that the Slow Cities movement actually falls more in line with

conservation as opposed to preservation. The movement, which does not necessarily

resist change, and is in favour of new technology and the evolution of urban tife and

culture, is more interested in conservation. The movement does attempt to incorporate

changes, where needed, which work with local identity and are favourable to place-

sustaining initiatives.

The agricultural industry defines the identity of many areas of both Canada and ltaly.

However, one planner interviewed noted that the agriculture industries in Manitoba and

Italy are extremely different. In ltaly, the local agricultural industries are viewed as

representative of local culture, and are perceived to be sustained at a smaller scale.

However, Manitoba's agricultural industry is shifting towards large scale businesses,

generally lacking in connection to local culture.

Also, the demographics, specific land uses, and urban footprints of Manitoba are

changing at a much higher rate than in Italy. Therefore, establishing an identity

movement based on place-sustaining may be more difÍicult. There may not be an

obvious identity or sense of place to be sustained.
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The identity of many of Manitoba's small towns and rural areas continues to shift.

Although Canada's population has always had many immigrants, the recent immigrants

have represented increasingly diverse ethnic groups. Therefore the cultural identity of

places has shifted towards a multicultural representation.Tz Therefore, the process of

establishing, or sustaining, a local identity becomes increasingly complex. Fufiher, there

are many questions which arise, such as: Whose identity should the place represent?

And, should the identity continually be redefined according to the identities of any new

immigrants?

Due to the large numbers of immigrants, and future changes in demographic trends, there

may be increased opportunity and need for an identity movement, such as Slow Cities.

Shifts in urban trends may help to stabilize population decline trends of rural areas and

small towns. Any substantial increase in population will also increase the need for place-

sustaining measures in Manitoba's towns and rural areas.

Dr. Jakob Nielsen, a web usability expert, anticipates that due to increasingly available

wireless technology, more and more people will have the freedom to live outside of

major urban centres.T3 Whereas the past decades have reflected a trend of moving to the

larger cities, this technology will make it increasingly possible to maintain business ties

through the internet, but actually be located in rural areas.

72 Beshiri, Roland, et al. 'A Population Sketch of Rural and Small Town Canada,' in Halseth, Greg
and Regine Halseth, ed. Buildingfor Success: Exploration of Rttral Community ønd Rural Development.
Brandon: Rural Development Institute, Brandon University, 2004): 102.73 Tech will cause a real estate crash. fon-line article, accessed May 31, 2005]. Available from;
http ://edition.cnn.com/200 5 ITECH/ 0 5 I 12lvisionary.n ielsen/index.html
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Laura Rance, an editor and journalist based in rural Manitoba, anticipates a potential

increase in rural population due to the cultural creatives 7a who are dissatisfied with city

life and have the means to relocate to a simpler way of life on a rural acreage. Typically

these cultural creatives are writers, artists, or entrepreneurs who may be involved with an

internet-based, or home-based business, which is not dependent on being located in a

large urban area.

One interviewee stated that, currently, Manitoba may lack the critical mass that would be

necessary to sustain a movement such as Slow Cities. This person believes that the

sparseness of the population is an issue in Manitoba and that basically the density needed

to supporl something like the Slow Cities simply doesn't exist.

Howevet, planners need to anticipate such future shifts and, ideally, any place-sustaining

measures should be implemented as soon as possible. If either Nielsen or Rance are even

remotely accurate concerning future population growth in rural areas, a movement such

as Slow Cities could provide benefits in the areas of sustaining a local identity and sense

of place when these are under pressure of change due to increased property demand and

migration.

74 Laura Rance spoke on the topic ofcultural creatives moving from urban centres to rural areas, at
the Manitoba Planning Conference, Brandon, Manitoba, February 2005.
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5.8 Conclusion

The in-depth interviews with Manitoba-based planners and other professionals indicated

a strong level of interest in the Slow Cities movement. The interviewees generally felt

that the presence of Slow Cities would benefit rural Manitoba communities, particularly

through strengthening local identities and providing a means of place-sustaining which

builds upon existing local assets. Interviews revealed that, in theory, the Slow Cities

movement could be applicable in Manitoba. In fact, many aspects of the general 'slow'

philosophy already exist, in varying formats and organizational structures, in Manitoba.

The application of the Slow Cities movement, therefore, may not be completely foreign

in certain aspects of rural communities or grassroots organizations.

There were, however, many aspects discussed during the in-depth interviews which

caused interviewees to doubt if Slow Cities could truly be successful in Manitoba. To

begin with, the differences in culture and apparent sense of local identity were raised by

several people interviewed. Also, the areas of public support, awareness and education

were seen as detriments to a local establishment of the movement.

The interviewees, however, did recognize that the Slow Cities have been proactive rn

working to sustain their own identities when communities have been losing this sense of

identity to global homogenization. Although opinions differed on what aspects of Slow

Cities would, or would not, work in various locations of Manitoba, the people

interviewed did express the importance of establishing such place-sustaining initiatives at
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the local level. It is clear, therefore, that the general nature and foundational philosophies

of the Slow Cities movement are applicable to the needs of rural Manitoba communities,

and these could be applied with small amounts of adaptation, depending on the

immediate local context.
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6.0 RECOMMENDATIOI{S

6.1 The Current Slow Cities Movement

The Slow Cities movement has been operating since 1999. Since that time, many cities

have joined the movement and are clearly at various stages of implementing Slow Cities

policies and goals in their municipal infrastructure and local relationships. This section

covers my own recommendations concerning the Slow Cities movement, based on on-site

observation, interviews and fuither research. It must be noted, however, that this

movement is still in its beginning stages. Any recommendations outlined in this chapter

may merely be a reflection of the fact that effective implementation of policies and goals

takes time and successful long-term strategies need not be rushed simply for the sake of a

rapid conclusion to any outstanding issues.

Concerning the Slow City movement, I felt that the areas of knowledge and marketing

were lacking. Even though one of the goals of the movement is to "improve citizen's

awareness of the city's 'Slow' status," some residents seemed uncertain as to the true

purpose of being a Slow City. The interviewees who worked for the Slow Food

movement also felt that many people did not understand Slow Cities, even if they are a

resident of a member city. If the residents of a Slow City do not understand that they live

in a Slow City, or the implications of being a member city, then it is likely that visitors to

the city also may not fully understand. The aspect of marketing does not appear to be a

strong part of the cunent Slow Cities movement.
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However, the aspect of marketingmay simply take longer to develop. Also, it may be

that an intensive marketing campaign would change the local place, and therefore negate

place-sustaining motivations. A 'slow' and steady awareness campaign may be better

suited to this movement. Also, if Slow Cities were heavily marketed, the potential influx

of tourists and new residents would seriously change, and perhaps damage, the existing

sense of place. The identity of each city or town would immediately become more

focused on tourism than on its traditional identity based on local assets. My own

recommendation, therefore, is that the knowledge and marketing areas of Slow Cities do

need to be improved. However, they need to be kept in a careful balance. Effective

marketing does not necessarily mean alarge influx of tourists. Knowledge regarding the

Slow Cities movement could be effectively communicated without such drastic change to

the sense ofplace.

I would recommend that Slow Cities increase the development and sustainability of local

products. This represents the Fourth Section of Slow City Policies and Goals, titled

Local Products (see page 149), including such specific points as: "Plans to develop

markets of the natural and local products," and "Initiatives to encourage the protection of

products and the handicrafts of the area." The Slow Cities seem to currently be heavily

focused on local agriculture and food markets. While this is vitally imporlant, and it does

reflect the strong link between Slow Cities and Slow Food, it also overshadows other

local assets such as architecture, and handicrafts, which are not as visible apaft of the

cunent place-sustaining process of Slow Cities.
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One weakness is that many of the Slow Cities policies are merely suggested, as opposed

to being required. This potentially could create a situation in which cities choose their

own standards, regardless of the intended Slow City goals. I would recommend that the

Slow Cities movement create a stricter framework. It is important that, as the 'brand' of

Slow Cities is growing and receiving increased attention, the member cities do their

utmost to truly represent the movement. If a policy is only suggested, a city could

potentially choose to not adopt this policy but continue to call themselves a member city.

The city, therefore, would be known as a Slow city, but would not demonstrate

implemented policies or changes inspired by the "slow" philosophy. Any visitors would

receive a false impression on the intended reality of a Slow City, and would likely

assume that this one member city represented Slow Cities in general. It is imporlant,

therefore, that standards be enforced, even if a generous time period of implementation is

required.

One of the strongest assets of the Slow Cities movement, however, is the commitment to

meet, on an annual basis, with Slow Cities representatives of the movement and from

member cities. This provides a forum for all members to discuss their own local situation

and brainstorm local solutions. This annual meeting also encourages the ongoing

adoption of Slow Cities policies. Although these policies do not have to be implemented

immediately, this Slow Cities forum provides motivation and support for cities to

persevere towards to the ideal Slow City goals. It is important that this asset of regular

meetings is maintained even as the Slow Cities movement grows in the future.
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6.2 Slow Cities in Manitoba

The recommendations of this section refer to the hypothetical situation of Slow Cities

being established in Manitoba, Canada. The in-depth interviews conducted for this

research indicate various opinions and reasons regarding whether or not Slow Cities

would work in Manitoba. The following recommendations have been written from the

viewpoint that the Slow Cities movement could exist in North America and Manitoba in

particular. These are my own recommendations regarding the potential future situation

of the Slow Cities movement being established in Manitoba.

Concerning the application of Slow Cities in Manitob ã, fry o\ /n recommendation would

be that the philosophies and goals of the Slow Cities movement would be of great benefit

to the towns of rural Manitoba. The presence of a movement, such as Slow Cities, would

encourage the strengthening and sustainability of a local identity, while encouraging the

use, local public awareness, and broader promotion of local assets.

If Slow Cities were to exist in Manitoba, a change in the philosophy and workings of the

planning profession would be advantageous. For example, planning in Manitoba

cunently consists of Land Use planning. However, planning would need to go beyond

"land use" in order to incorporate and promote a holistic movement such as Slow Cities.

Many changes could be made toward the Slow Cities movement through the area of

zoning. Therefore, it is important that civic leaders and planners would work together on
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instituting any changes which would relate to the Slow Cities movement being

established in Manitoba. Potential zoning changes in a member city would involve

conservation policies, with the intention of conserving a local identity through

architectural or urban design, higher density zoning, to work against sprawl, and an

increase of pedestrian-oriented spaces, including public park areas. The current system

of zoning involves enforcement and a static view of planning. Ideally, planning in

Manitoba should be more fluid, more open to emergence and more committed to

conservation-enabling options, sustainability, and local solutions.

My own recommendation would be to continue using the word "slow" in the movement's

title, even in North America. There has been some discussion concerning the word

"slow" in the name Slow Cities, particularly during in-depth interviews. Some Manitoba

interviewees believed that the title would be incorrectly interpreted due to this word.

Internationally, the term "slow" is generally understood due to a knowledge of the Slow

Food movement. However, this movement has not yet become as well known in

Manitoba.

I believe that it would be important to establish the Slow Food movement in Manitoba,

before embarking on the Slow Cities movement. This has worked in Italy, where the

Slow Food movement was established and the "slow" philosophy was then widely

understood. In England, various movements and organizations, such as Common Ground

or local farmers' markets, have increased public knowledge concerning similar

philosophies regarding local identity and sense of place. Such previously established
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public knowledge has helped the foundation of Slow Cities in Ludlow, England. When

there is aheady a public understanding of the philosophies and the word "slow" due to a

knowledge of the Slow Food movement, or a similar movement, the Slow Cities

movement has received acceptance and people have an easier time understanding its

philosophy and the meaning of the title.

If Slow Cities were established in Manitoba, it would be important to keep the word

"slow" in the title simply because of the strength of meaning. The brand of "slow" has

aheady been established. It would be most advantageous if the word "slow" was kept in

the title, and public education was used so that people understood the intended purpose of

this word in this context.

Public education is an important part of establishing a successful Slow Cities network in

Manitoba. In ltaly, public education was not necessarily a part of Slow Cities untrl after

a city became a member. For example, Paolo Saturnini noted that Greve-in-Chianti

became a Slow City. Then, afterwards, people began to understand what it meant to be a

Slow City. Saturnini did not concern himself with public education, awareness, or

approval of the Slow Cities movement, prior to making the decision to be a Slow City.

This is considered normal, however, in Italian small cities and towns. Saturnini believes

that the public did approve of Slow Cities since he was re-elected as mayor the maximum

number of times. Alternatively, in Manitoba, planning and political decisions of such

significance are not made without public awareness and approval. Therefore, the issue
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of public education is important to achieve prior to a Manitoba city or town becoming a

member of the Slow Cities movement.

it may also be helpful to consider the possibility of Slow Neighbourhoods or Slow

Communities, or other various titles which would help to broaden the applicability of the

Slow Cities movement in North America. I would recommend that Slow Communities

could be a successful alternative title in Manitoba. Smaller towns in the rural areas may

not want to be a parl of a "city" movement, even though the Italian Slow Cities are all

small cities. Therefore, the title Slow Communities would provide recognition of the

rural identity and sense of place which is distinct from a densely-populated urban

identity. The idea of Slow Neighbourhoods was raised during some of the Manitoba in-

depth interviews. Some interviewees felt that the Slow Cities model could work in larger

North American cities by identifying with distinct neighbourhoods, as opposed to

working with the entire city at once. Slow Neighbourhoods may be plausible on a

grassroots level, working with areas of a city which have a strong existing philosophy

sympathetic to that of Slow Cities. For example, neighbourhoods which contain local

shops, pedestrian areas, a distinct sense ofplace, and other strong identifying features

unique to their area, could start a grassroots Slow Neighbourhoods campaign. This

campaign could seek to draw more support for buying local goods from local stores,

encourage community support of public spaces and pedestrian areas, and provide

marketing regarding the distinct identity of the neighbourhood, its sense of place, and

why such aspects are worth conserving. My recommendation would be that the idea of

Slow Neighbourhoods does merit fuither attention and research. It would, however, need
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to develop many of its own policies which would be suited for a city neighbourhood, as

opposed to the small cities and towns of Slow Cities. Also, it would differ dramatically

on the administrative and organizational levels, from that of the Slow Cities movement.

There is, however, a potential future for Slow Neighbourhoods, or a similar

neighbourhood structure based upon shared philosophies, goals and common identity.

In conclusion, I would recommend that the Slow Cities movement be adapted to the

Manitoba context. Various changes may need to be made, compared to the beginnings

and practical initiatives of the Slow Cities movement in ltaly. However, there is potential

for the "slow" philosophy to take root in Manitoba, and therefore Slow Cities would have

a philosophical foundation from which to grow.
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7.0 CONCLUSION & FURTHER RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

7.1 Conclusion

This practicum has researched the Slow Cities movement as a case study, with regards to

the areas of identity, place-sustaining and marketing. In order to adequately study this

movement, which is little documented, a greater understanding of the movement, its

background, pu{pose and areas ofapplication was necessary. The key research questions,

therefore, were asked as a basis for the case study research, mainly through in-depth

interviews. These questions were:

1. How is the Slow Cities movement an example of an urban identity movement?

2. How do the philosophies of the Slow Cities movement emphasize and value

place-sustaining?

3. How has marketing been used by the Slow Cities movement?

4. In what ways can the philosophies of the Slow Cities movement be adapted to

cities and towns in Manitoba,Canada?

Answers to these research questions were found through in-depth interview responses, as

well as observation and research linked to the on-site research of the case study.

The Slow Cities movement is an example of an urban identity movement. This is evident

through its goal of sustaining the identity of each local place, and in its background - as it

grew from dissatisfaction with the way cities were losing their local identity in the face of

global homogenization. The identity of the urban area, as represented in such elements as
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appearance, local industry, and quality of life, are central to the purpose of the Slow

Cities movement. This movement attempts to preserve the elements which define the

identity. Primarily, Slow Cities is focused on taking proactive steps toward maintaining

each urban area's identity.

Further to this priority of identity, the movement advocates for place-sustaining

initiatives. The underlying philosophies value place-sustaining. This is evident in such

areas as the importance of environmental sustainability, sustaining the role of local foods

and goods, and maintaining the high quality and accessible walkable urban design which

is an integralpart of each area's sense of place.

The Slow Cities movement advocates for the use of marketing as a way of increasing

public education and awareness. Interviewees maintained that the Slow Cities policies

were primarily focused on benefiting the residents. They wanted to educate the local

people on the importance of local identity and place, as evident in local culture, foods, the

surrounding environment, and other specific areas. Differing opinions were evident on

whether the Slow Cities have been effective in the area of marketing. However, the

movement does claim to take marketing seriously, particularly as a way of educating the

local residents.

The matter of adaptation to the Manitoba context met with various reactions. Many of

the Manitoba-based interviewees believed that the Slow Cities movement held many

valuable philosophies and goals. They felt that, ideally, these elements should be apaft
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of the planning policies in Manitoba's rural areas. The suggestion of application,

therefore, did receive general support from the people interviewed for this practicum.

There was a general sense, however, that local residents would not approve the

movement being applied to their town or small city. Public education would likely be

necessary, in order to create an understanding of the Slow Cities movement's benefits.

However, this public awareness would be difficult to attain due to the cultural, historical

and administrative differences between Europe and Canada.

During in-depth interviews, some people were skeptical that Slow Cities would be

successful anywhere in North America, particularly in rural Manitoba. However, various

aspects of the general s/ow philosophy were identified by interviewees as currently

existing in Manitoba. The future of a like-minded movement in North America may rely

on grassroots support of similar philosophies, as opposed to waiting for, and depending

on, top-down implementation.

The literature review covered the areas of identity, place-sustaining and marketing. Due

to the fact that there are virtually no materials available for research on Slow Cities, the

literature review was based on these three areas as context and for the process of

analyzing the work that has already been done in these areas.

Identity is the holistic representation of a place, including the built form, culture,

traditions, environment and even relationships with other places on various scales. The
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identity of the typical small city or town is increasingly under threat due to the pressure

of homogenization. This homogenization has affected numerous small urban areas

around the world, pressuring change based on a global trend, a foreign-based retail

strategy, or a built form which is alien to the vernacular architecture.

Place-sustaining is intricately connected to identity. In fact, identity is largely made up of

place; therefore, sustaining this sense of place is key to sustaining identity in the face of

global homogenization. A distinction between placemaking and place-sustaining has

been made, even though the two are connected and place-sustaining could be seen as a

subsection of placemaking. It becomes easy and convenient to resoft to the creation of a

new sense of place when a current sense of place appears indistinct or'out of style.'

However, it is important for planners, city officials, and residents to understand and value

the identity of place, which is represented, and to find ways to sustain this key asset,

instead of simply reverting to the latest fad. When a sense of place defines the identity of

an urban area, proactive steps must be taken to ensure that this sense of place is sustained.

A place does not need to be made when it already exists. Due to the threat of outside

forces altering an existing sense of place, sustaining this sense of place is key to

maintaining the overall identity. For these reasons, the term 'place-sustaining' was used

in this practicum.

The marketing of a place has potential to help sustain the sense of place. Marketing is a

strong and influential action, however, which must be kept in delicate balance. There is

potential to aid a community and help it to thrive. There is also potential to exploit the
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identity of a community and therefore do more damage. However, if an urban area is

marketed on the basis of the elements which create its true identity - as opposed to

creating a false identity simply to draw tourists - then it is this identity which will likely

thrive as it is integral, vernaculat, and the potential foundation for a new, emerging

market of tourism. The role of marketing within the Slow Cities movement is of

particular interest due to the fact the marketing could, in fact, change the very identity

which the movement is working to sustain. While marketing could be of benefit to the

movement, it must be understood that an increase of outside knowledge concerning a

Slow City, including increased tourism to this city, may have a negative effect on the

city's vernacular sense of place. The notion of place-marketing must be kept in balance.

A sense of place may receive stronger support due to marketing. However, it also may

change to the point that it is no longer the same sense of place.

Slow Cities were researched as a case study of an urban identity movement to explore a

network of cities which are committed to local identity and sense of place. On-site

research was completed in order to provide specific and accurate information on these

cities, and to fill an identified gap in the literature.

Slow Cities ale an emerging urban identity movement, based on the attributes of the

related Slow Food movement, and the desire to sustain the sense of place of the local

town. Each city's commitment to the residents' quality of life, the sustainable aspects of

urban design, and planning towards a future in which the local identity is maintained, has
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gamered support from city leaders and therefore the overall network has seen

considerable growth.

Despite any criticism of the movement, it must be noted that the members of the Slow

Cites movement are making decisions which will lead to a more sustainable future. Due

to the holistic nature of the movement's policies and goals, many aspects of each city's

overall identity are included and therefore are more likely to be sustained.

Slow Cities also has the potential to inspire city planners and civic leaders. The Slow

Cities movement is the story of a holistic movement, based on a philosophy and a way of

life which has been applied to urban planning. This movement has produced away of

working with urban issues in away that is holistic and inter-disciplinary. City Planners

should therefore be inspired to look not only to planning theory and precedents but also

to grassroots movements, philosophies and cultural stories as inspiration for their work.

7.2 Further Research Directions

This practicum has provided information and analysis concerning the Slow Cities

movement, and possible application in Manitoba, Canada. However, this has only

skimmed the surface in terms of the amount of research which could be done on the

subject of Slow Cities. In addition to the key areas of research addressed in this

practicum, the Slow Cities movement could be analyzed in relation to several different

aspects of planning or design.
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The Slow Cities movement is holistic and therefore incorporates nearly every aspect of

planning, design, environment, business or politics, to name a few. Due to limitations of

time, space and the focused format of the practicum, many applicable subject areas were

left relatively untouched. The list below provides possible areas of further research, in

the context of relationship to the Slow Cities movement, and building upon the research

provided in this practicum.

The numerous areas and subjects listed within the Slow Cities Policies and Goals (see

Appendix C, page 148) could each be potential areas for further research. This practicum

provides an introductory analysis of the Slow Cities movement, and is therefore a broad

overview. The various subsections regarding the movement's philosophy and policies

were not discussed in great detail. Each ofthese areas has potential to be researched as a

single theme, linked to the Slow Cities movement, or linked to a specific city. For

example, the areas of knowledge, public awareness, public participation, and public

education are potential areas of further research. These areas could be studied

individually, in regards to city policy, goals and marketing, and in relationship to Slow

Cities. Slow Cities could be studied as an example in the general research of such areas,

or futher in regards to urban networks or links based on shared philosophy. Therefore,

this further research would extend beyond the themes which were the focus of this

practicum. The deeper understanding of the Slow Cities Policies and Goals would also

lead to a more detailed understanding concerning Slow Cites applicability and adaptation

to the North American context.
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There is potential for further work on the connection between identity, built form and

local business and industry. In particular, the area of built form and urban design is

important, since identity is so often perceived through vernacular architecture and the

urban design of a city or town. The Slow Cities movement concerns itself with various

aspects of urban design as representative of local identity, and urban design which

reflects a highly livable environment in which to live and work. In particular, there is a

discernible focus on pedestrian-friendly design and environmentally-sustainable design

practices. This practicum has noted the incorrect assumption that, due to the pedestrian

design focus of Slow Cities, there is a connection between Slow Cities and New

Urbanism. Despite the fact that these are not actually connected, the focus on urban

design could potentially lead to further areas ofresearch regarding various urban

movements and their respective approaches to urban design solutions. As indicative of

local identity, a study on urban design, related to planning and identity of small cities,

would be a topic of interest relating to Slow Cites. Further areas of research relating to

this include Pedestrian Design, Smart Growth and New Urbanism.Ts

Many of the goals and policies of Slow Cities focus on areas of environmental

sustainability. Areas of further research, therefore, could include pollution-reducing

measures in cities and rural areas, the effectiveness of regional and international

environmental policy concerning smaller rural areas and sustainable transportation.

't5 
More information on New Urbanism can be found on the official website. Available from:

hltp ://www.new urbanism .or gl pagesl 41 6429 I index.htm
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Further areas of research could also include environmental initiatives as linked to an

urban identity movement such as the Slow Cities. The Slow Cities Policies and Goals list

"participation in the Agenda 2i project" 76 under the Environmental Legislation section.

Agenda 21, aUnited Nations plan, is therefore a requested part of being a member Slow

City. Agenda 21 incorporates Social and Economic Dimensions, Conservation and

Management of Resources for Development, Strengthening the Role of Major Groups

(such as indigenous peoples, women, youths and workers), as well as agreements,

resources and management toward implementation. The environmental aspect of Slow

Cities could be studied on its o\¡/n, or with specific focus placed on a larger plan, such as

Agenda27.

Other environmentally-focused initiatives which could work in conjunction with the Slow

Cities movement include LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design),

which is a "voluntary, consensus-based national standard for developing high-

performance, sustainable buildings." 77 Although LEED is not associated with the Slow

Cities movement, it is becoming increasingly prominent in North America and therefore

could be a part of the holistic Slow Cities Environmental Legislation if Slow Cities were

to be established in Manitoba. In Italy, the Slow Cities movement taps into various other

programs, such as Agenda 21, in order to provide a framework for cities which is already

established and recognized within its own field of expertise. The Slow Cities movement

does not necessarily need to develop its own environmental guidelines when existing

76 Further information concerning Agenda 2l canbe found on the United Nations website (accessed
Novernber 17 ,2005). Available from: http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/documents/agenda2l /77 Further infonnation concerning LEED can be found on the United States Green Building Council
webite (accessed November 29,2005). Available frorn:http://www.usgbc.org/DisplayPage.aspx?
CategorylD: l9
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guidelines, such as Agenda 21 or LEED, are able to be supported and implemented

within the overall Slow Cities framework.

The strong link between Slow Cities and Slow Food has the possibility of inspiring

further research concerning the connection oflocal foods, recipes, urban policy and

planning. Bioregionalism is a potential further area of research which could be linked to

both Slow Cities and Slow Food, in that it connects environment and culture. The

connection between food and planning could also be further explored with regards to

farmer's markets, community gardens, genetically-modif,red foods, and traditional place-

based foods.

Specif,rc movements and organizations could be researched fuither in connection to the

Slow Cities movement, or as a separate and individual case study. These include local

and food movements, such as farmers' market organizafíons and local food events, and

organizations such as Common Ground,78 which work to sustain identity and local

distinctiveness. Based in England, Common Ground can also be found on-line, with a

number of relevant articles and recommendations towards improving the "quality of our

everyday places." The website contains a list of R¿¿les of Local Distinctiveness,

including the importance of fighting for authenticity and valuing the common place.

common Ground also seeks to iink local food, sense of place, and identity.

78 
More information on Common Ground can be found on the Common Ground website. Available

fi'om : hnp://www.commonground.org.uk
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Due to the holistic nature of the Slow Cities movement, and underlying philosophy,

numerous areas of applicability are present, with regards to further relevant research.

The fact that the Slow Cities movement is still very new creates the potential for even

more research projects. This practicum has addressed the basic analysis of the

movement, including the background, context, general policies and goals and a

discussion concerning areas of application. However, as the movement gïows, fuither

research will indicate areas of increased or maintained strength and possible areas of

identif,red weaknesses. The continued application of Slow Cities to various other

locations and cultural settings will also provide future research opportunities with the

potential of building upon the research of this practicum.

Separate from the thematic areas related to the Slow Cities movement, interviews

involving residents and stakeholders could broaden the scope of further research. In

order to understand the effects of the Slow Cities movement on life in a small town or

rural area, residents of current Slow Cities could be interviewed. A direct comparison

could therefore be made involving further interviews in Manitoba with residents.

Although Manitoba residents would not be able to comment on living in a Slow City,

they would be able to provide valuable observations concerning the cunent issues and

concerns of living in certain towns. These residents could also provide feedback, based

upon their own opinion, concerning the possibility of Slow Cities initiatives being

implemented in rural and urban Manitoba. These interviews could provide a valuable

perspective from grassroots Manitoba, as well as stakeholders who would be affected by

the Slow Cities movement being established in Manitoba.
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In conclusion, there are numerous possibilities regarding further areas of research

connected to the Slow Cities movement. This practicum has provided an introductory

framework of the movement. However, due to the research scope, many areas and

subsections have been left available for further research. These research areas could be

studied as individual areas, in conjunction with the Slow Cities movement, or in a

specific geographical context. It is important to note that the Slow Cities movement is

still in its early stages. As the movement grows, and as issues of identity, place-

sustaining and marketing become more prevalent in smaller towns and cities worldwide,

these fuither areas of research will become increasingly relevant to planning research and

application.
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9.0 APPENDICES

Appendix A: Map of ltaly, indicating the Slow Cities which are discussed in this
practicum: Bra, Piemonte; Greve-in-chianti, Tuscany; san vincenzo, Tuscany;
and Orvieto, Umbria.
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Appendix B: Slow Cities Philosophy & Slow Cities Charter

SLOW CITIES PHILOSOPHY i9

"Good living" means having the opportunity of enjoying solutions and services that
allow citizens to live their town in an easy and pleasant way. "Living slow" means being
slowly hasty ; "festina lente" latins used to say, seeking everyday the "modern times
counterpart" in other words looking for the best of the knowledge of the past and
enjoying it thanks to the best possibilities of the present and of the future.

All of this will result in technological opportunities, modern solutions in
communication, transportation, incoming, production and selling. At present living and
managing a Slowcity is just a particular way of carrying on an ordinary life-style rather
than today's trends. Of course this way is meant to be, less frantic, yelding and fast; but
there is no doubt that it will be more human, environmentally correct and sensible for the
present and future generations; the project will respect small realities in a more and more
global connected world.

SLOW CITIES CHARTER 80

Local communities thrive when they appreciate and share in the qualities that make them
special; when they discover a collective identity that they can call their own and feel part
of, and which is also valued by others.

The "Global Village" may have created unparalleled opportunities for the exchange of
goods and ideas, but it can also lead to the proliferation of uniformity which stifles
individuality and creativity at the local level.

An alternative vision increasingly gaining currency is one where the pursuit and
dissemination of excellence are seen not as something to be enjoyed by a select few, but
as an experience that enriches the lives of all.

This is the battle-cry of the Cittaslow network.

The Slow Food network, which originated as a quest for a quality of life based on good
food, has already established an international reputation and has a world-wide
membership of 70,000 individuals. The towns and cities which embraced Slow Food

7e 
The Slow Cities Philosophy was accessed on-line, on October 11,2004. These paragraphs are

direct quotations from the on-line source. Available from: http://www.cittaslow.neVworld/citta slow.asp?
sez=280 The Slow Cities Charter was accessed on-line, on October 11,2004. These paragraphs are direct
quotations from the on-line source. Available from: htç://www.cittaslow.nelworld/citta slow.asp?sez:4
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principles are now coming together to form an international network of Cittaslow. These
cities will undertake similar experiments, and abide by a shared code of conduct which
stresses the importance of the quality of the fabric of life in their local areas, as well as
(of course) good food, wine, and extending hospitality to visitors (temporary residents).

The towns and cities that want to join the Cittaslow network are expected to make a
series of commitments.

A Cittaslow is one where there is a desire to:

- implement an environmental policy which nurtures the distinctive features of that
town or city and its surrounding area, and focuses on recycling and recovery
- put in place infrastructure that will make environmentally-friendly use of iand,
rather than just put up buildings on it
- encourage the use of technology thatwill improve the quality of air and life in the
city
- suppoft the production and consumption of organic foodstuffs
- eschew genetically-modified products
- put in place mechanisms to help manufacturers of distinctive local produce which
get into financial difñculty
- protect and promote products which
- have their roots in tradition
- reflect a local way of doing things
- help to make that particular arcawhat it is
- facilitate more direct contact between consumers and quality producers through
the provision of designated areas and times for them to come together
- remove any physical obstructions or cultural obstacles that might prevent full
enjoyment of all that the town has to offer
- make sure that all inhabitants - not just those involved in the tourist trade - are
aware of the fact that this is a Cittaslow, focusing particularly on the next
generation by encouraging learning about food and where it comes from
- encourage a spirit of genuine hospitality towards guests of the town

Cittaslow will also make a commitment to:

- promote the network's ideas, and publicise any projects undertaken in their
fulf,rlment
- apply Cittaslow principles in their own jurisdictions (where compatible with local
circumstances) and welcome inspections by the Network to check that this is
happening
- contribute any ideas which may be of general interest and usefulness to the
Network

Any town or City which commits itself to these principles will be encouraged to:

use the Network's logo and call itself a.,Cittaslow',
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- allow anyone, whether in the public or private sector, contributing to the
Network's aims, to use the logo
- take part in all events organised by the Network and make use of its internal
organisation and facilities

The Cittaslow Network's activities will be governed by the decisions taken at annual
meetings which will cover:

- targets for the year ahead and the mechanisms needed to appraise them
- the budget needed to achieve both them and any central orgànisation required
- proposals ofgeneral interest

Annual Meetings will be held in a different town or city each year and will provide the
forum for a general and scientific debate on the qualityof life in our towns. A Cittaslow
progress report will also be drawn up and circulated.

The creation of a co-ordination committee is proposed, which will comprise
representatives from:

- the founding cities
- cities which have adopted the cittaslow principles since
- towns and cities new to the Network
- the Slow Food network

Every country with a city in the Network will be represented on the Committee.
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Appendix C: SIow Cities policies and Goals 8r

"Excellences - Citta Slowtt
The Slow Cities movement promotes the use of technology oriented to improving the
quality of the environment and of the urban fabric, an¿ in â¿¿ition to the safe-guãrding of
the production of unique foods and wine the contribute to the character of the iegion. tn
addition Slow Cities seek to promote dialog and communication between local producers
and consumers' With the overarching ideas of environmental conservation, the
promotion of sustainable development, and the improvement of the urban life, Slow
Cities provide incentives to food production using natural and env_i-ronmentally-friendly
techniques (one method for this promotion is through the Presidias2;. The designation
"Slow City" will become the mark of quality for smaller communities (only those with
less than 50,000 residents may apply). Slow Cities are not state capitali oithe seat of
regional governments, but are strong communities that have made ihe choice to improve
the quality of life for their inhabitants.

I. Environmental Legislation -
The Slow Cities program requests the existence and implementation of the following
plans:

l. A system of air quality control and public advisory of air quality conditions.
2. A water-management system handbook with guidelines foi distiibution and
control.
3. The application of plans for the promotion and diffusion of new plans and
techniques for composting, and for the promotion of in-house composting.
4. systems to control light polrution and a related intervention plan.
5. Incentives and rewards for the development of alternative 

"n.rgy 
sources.

6. Control of pollution by smog and intervention plan.
7. Reduction of graffiti and unwanted poster hanging.
8. Application of governing laws EMAS or ISO 9001; ISO 14000; and SA g000
9. Participation in the Agenda 21 project.

II. Political Infrastructure -
The Slow Cities program requires the following characteristics of the ciry's political
infrastructure:

1. creation of public green spaces with benches and play areas.
2. Presence of open sidewalks without architectural baniers.
3. Access and availability of public spaces for the handicapped.
4. Existence (oÐ infi'astructure that favors alternative mouìtity.
5. Freely accessible public toilets.

t' Th. Iist of Policies and Goals, and the "Excellences - Citta Slow', were accessed on-line, on April
13,2004. These paragraphs and points are direct quotations frorn the on-line source. Available from:
http ://www. c ittas low. net/world82 

The term Presidia,as used by Slow Food and Slow Cities, refers to the specific small projects
which assist local producers in keeping products from extinction.
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6. Existence of places to sit and rest not only in the historical centers, but
throughout the city.
7 . That opening hours for the various city offices should be similar.
8. That there be Public Relarions Offlrce (p.R.O.)
9.That there be a'Call Center' for citizens to express concerns relating to the
"good quality of life"
10. That there be a schedule of opening and closing hours for the commercial
interests of the town that is in keeping with the needs of citizens.

III. Urban Quality -
The slow cities program suggests the following goals to improve urban quality:

1' Plans for the restoration of the original conditions of the historical cénters
and/or of works of cultural or historical value.
2. Application of a plan for the elimination of noisy alarm systems, alongside
adequate programs for the protection [of] the property against theft.
3. Boosting the use of recyclable containers in public structures.
4. Establishment of containers for refuse and their removal according to
established timetables.
5. The promotion and dissemination of programs for greening of private and
public spaces with plants that have a nice scent or that better the énvironment.
6. Existence and application of plans to development [of] a city-wide internet-
based network for citizens.
7. Development in implementation of plans to increase the use of
environmentally-friendly building materials.
8. Existence of programs to increase the status and accessibility of historical
centers.

lV. Local Products -
The slow cities program suggests the following goals to improve urban quality:

l. The conduction ofan annual census ofthe typicaiproducts.
2. Programs to bring value to and to conserve local cùltural events.
3. Plans to develop markets of the natural and local products in interesting and
prestigious locations.
4. Scholastic programs for taste education.
5. Programs to improve quality through the regulation of the city's restaurants and
in school cafeterias.
6. Educational programs about organic production.
7. The definition of presidia products.
8' The development of organic architecture and of quality certification of
products.
9. Programs to increase the value accorded to alimentary and gastronomic
traditions.
10. Initiatives to encourage the protection of products and the handicrafts of the
aÍea.
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V. Hospitality -
The Slow Cities program suggests the þllowing goals to improve the hospitality of the
city:

1. Existence of a regulating body that ensures that local businesses are honest in
their signage and that there is no false advertising.
2. International signage.
3. Plans of training guides for tourist information centers.
4. Existence of well-marked tourist routes with information and description
5. Existence of brochures to the "slow" guide to the city.
6. Application of regulations about tourist-menu prices.
7. Presence ofguarded car parks in areas near the city center.
8. Policy for making the city welcoming and hospitable in order to facilitate
visitor access during events and celebrations.
9. Existence of plans for the development of initiatives that develop the scope of
the Slow City.

VI. Knowledge -
The Slow Cities program suggests the þllowing goals to improve citizen's awareness of
the city's 'Slow' statusi

1. A publicly available document that lists the services [of] the Slow City.
2. Presence of the Slow City logo on official documents on the city (the
letterhead, etc.)
3. Existence of a program to disseminate information about the activities of the
movement.
4. Web Site dedicated to the Slow City programs enacted in the city.

Promotion of programs to facilitate family life, such as: recreational activities, in-
house service for the elderly and the chronically ill.

1. Existence of economic programs to promote development of the Slow City
requirements and plans for their improvement.
2. Presence on the community notice board of articles about Slow City initiatives
and dissemination of the information also to the national media.
3. Programs for the development of initiatives involving local opinion leaders and
of local businesses about the application of Slow City requirements.
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Requirement Comments
A: ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY
Apparatus to test air quality and report conditions Retain
Rules for the quality of water supplies and pollution free water in rivers and
waterways

Retain

Plans for the implementation of new composting technology, and the
promotion of composting in people's homes

Retain

Abilitv to measure lieht pollution and a nlan of action to orevent it Reta n
Retain Incentives to encourage the use ofalternative sources ofenersv Reta n
Mechanisms to measure electromagnetic conditions and a plan of action for
their reduction

Retain

Apparatus to measure noise pollution and plans to reduce it Retain
Plans for the elimination of aesthefically displacing advertisements Retain
Application of an Environmental management System Changed to keep a

simple, less
bureaucratic svstem

Application of ISO 9000
Application of SA 8000
Application of EMAS regulations
Participation in 'Local Agenda 21' proiects Retain

Appendix D: Ludlow Amendments 83

83 Appendix I: Lurllor Amendmenls lists the policies and goals of the Slow Cities movement, and
Ludlow's decision concerning each one. This process was undertaken upon Ludlow becoming a Slow City,
since some goals and policies could be altered due to the English context and current system. This is an
example of how Slow Cities could be adapted to suit another context with differing adrninistrational or
organizational policies and capacities.

Requirement Comments
B: INF'RASTRUCTURE POLICIES
Existence ofwell kept green spaces Retain
Developing and implementing an integrated traffic management and access
strategy paying attention to the needs ofpedestrians and the historic character
of the town

Delete - covered by UK
laws and replace with
this

Disability-friendly access to public places and offices Delete * covered by UK
law

I nfrastructure which facilitates alternative mobil ity Retain
Free and easily accessible public conveniences Reta n
Places for people to sit down and rest, not iust in town centres Reta n
Uniforrn opening hours for the different departments of council offices Reta n

Provision of Public Relations office Retain
Slow City Call Centre for people to contact Retain
PIan for all business hours to coincide with townspeople's needs Retain
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Reouirement Comments
C: OUALITY OF URBAN FABRIC
Plans to promote the maintenance, conservation and enhancement of historic
areas, buildings and artifacts ofcultural and local significance and their
svmpathetic re-use

Reword to account for
UK Conservation
Status

Plans to abolish faulty theft alarms, combined with measures for the protection
of properW and the safety of the community

Reword to enable use of
existing UK policies

Encouragement of use ofreusable or recyclable crockery and cutlery in public
establishments

Retain

Use of sympathetically designed litter bins and effective litter and waste
management

Reword to emphasize
the need to deal with
litter in the UK

Plans to plant sweet smelling or environment-enhancing plants in public and
orivate sardens

Retain

Encouragement of the use of interactive websites where the public can
communicate with the administrators of the town

Retain

Plans to Dromote eco-friendlv architecture Retain
Plans to promote appreciation of historic centres and to make them user-
friendly through the production of a Town Plan, Conservation Area Appraisal,
Town Design Statement or similar plan

Reword to enable use of
existing UK policies

Requirement Comments
D: ENCOURAGEMENT
PRODUCTS

OF LOCAL PRODUCE AND

Up to date Cittaslow register of locally produced goods and producers within
the natural hinterland of the town

Reword to reflect the
area beyond the town
itself

Events and training to help people appreciate and preserve local cultural and
artistic traditions and skills

Reword to include non-
Food skills

Plans to encourage and provide space for farmers and organic markets Retain
Plans to increase awareness ofeood food and nutrition Retain
Educational programs about organic food production Reword to reflect the

website
Implementation of measures for the preservation of unique local foodstuffs Retain
Plans to encourage orsanic farmine and qualitv certifTcation for oroducts Retain
Creation of awareness of traditional foodstuffs Retain
Plans for the protection ofgoods and produce representing local tradition Retain
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Requirement Comments
E: HOSPITALITY & COMMUNITY
The commitment to develop a Slow Food convivium Delete - covered by

Iaw. Replace as

requested by Slow
Food.

Multilineual sisnoostins. directions and instructions Retain
Training for those providing services to tourists, adoption of initiatives such as

"Welcome Host"
Reword to enable use of
existins UK nolicies

Existence of well marked tourist routes with information and description Reword as web site
Printed'Cittaslow' guides Retain
Promote a wide cross section of social events, sports clubs and volunteering
oooortunities for the whole communitv

Delete - as covered by
UK law and replace

Manased car narks in areas with access to town centres Reword
Promote special local events to encourage development and support facilities
to make it easv for oeoole to come and eniov them

Reword

Promotion of anv initiatives of a Cittaslow nature Retain

Requirement Comments
F: CITTASLOW AWARENESS CREATION
Directory of organizations contributing to the aims and obiectives of Cittaslow Reword
Cittaslow logo on council/paftnership documents (letterhead etc) Retain
Promotion of the movement's aims and practices Retain
Website showins how Cittaslow themes are apnlied Retain
To promote family life and healthy living for all age sroups Reword
Provision in budget for the application of these requirements and measures to
imÞrove scores

Retain

Press cuttings referring to Cittaslow to be shown on Council notice boards and
establishment of lines of communication to local and national press and media

Retain

Initiat
compl

ves to involve opinion leaders and local firms in helping to achieve
ance with Cittaslow requirements

Retain

Encouragement of schools, hospitals, councils, community centres and tourism
operators to use local produce

Reword to ensure
involvement of all the
communirv
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Appendix E: List of Interviewees

ITALY

Paolo Saturnini, Former Mayor of Greve-in-Chianti, Italy, and Founder of the Slow
Cities movement. Mr. Saturnini was Mayor of Greve-in-Chianti when it became
a Slow City. This In-depth Interview was translated by Ms. Alessandra Molletti.

Stefano Mocio, Mayor of Orvieto, Orvieto, Italy. This In-depth Interview was translated
by Mr. Massimo Bori.

Massimo Borri, Assistant to the Mayor of orvieto, orvieto, Italy. This In-depth
interview was not translated, since Mr. Borri was fluent in English.

Bruna Sabille, Slow Food, Bra, Italy. Ms. Sabille was the Vice-Mayor of Bra when it
became a Slow city. This In-depth Interview was translated by Ms. Anya
Fernand.

Anya Fernand, Slow Food, Bra, Italy. This In-depth Interview was not translated, since
Ms. Fernand was fluent in English.

Roberta Cagnasso, Slow Food, Bra, Italy. This In-depth Interview was not translated,
since Ms. Cagnasso was fluent in English.

MANITOBA, CANADA

A total of six people, all based in Manitoba, were formally interviewed for the Manitoba
section of this practicum. These people include professional planners, and other
professionals who are employed in areas related to, and concerned with, rural Manitoba
planning.

The names of the people interviewed in Manitoba have not been provided in order to
protect confidentiality. As well, the pu{pose of these interviews differ from the pu{pose
of the Italian interviews. In ltaly, interviews were essential to providing information on
the Slow Cities movement. Due to the lack of published materials, the primary source of
information on the Slow Cities movement was gained through in-depth interviews
conducted in ltaly. Therefore, these interviewees' names were provided in order to
provide further credibility and sources for information on the Slow Cities. The Manitoba
interviews, however, only sought opinions concerning a hypothetical question of
applicability. Responses were used in the practicum, but were often generalized. The
use of names was not necessary, as it would have been in order to verify sources or
credibility of information.
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Appendix F: List of In-Depth Interview Questions

ITALY
l. Describe the beginnings of the Slow Cities network.
2. What were the inspirations behind the Slow Cities network?
3. Describe any influencing precedents to the Slow Cities network.
4. What is the process a city will go through to become a Slow City?
5. in what ways has (your city) changed since becoming a Slow City?
6. How does (your city) represent the Slow Cities in general?
7. Describe the advantages and disadvantages to living in a Slow City?
8. Describe the policies of the Slow Cities.
9. How are the policies of the Slow Cities enforced?
I 0. In your opinion, what is the impact of Slow City policies on the sense of place of the
city and surrounding region?
11. Describe the regional relationships of the Slow Cities.
12.Has the implementation of Slow Cities changed the interaction between (your city)
and the surrounding rural region?
13. Describe the connection between Slow Cities and regional identity.
14. Has the identity of (your city) changed because it became a Slow City?
I 5. In the process of establishing (your city) as a Slow City, was the public consulted?
16. How was the decision to become a Slow City ultimately made?
17. Describe your opinion of (your city)'s future if it had not become a Slow City?
18. In your opinion, are the Slow Cities framework and philosophies adaptable to the
North American city? If yes, how could this work? If no, why not?
i9. In what ways should Slow Cities change / evolve to become more successful in the
future?

MANITOBA, CANADA

The In-Depth Interview questions used in Manitoba reflected the questions used
in Italy. Howevet, the interview began with the researcher explaining Slow Cities, and
then focusing on Question # 18 (In your opinion, are the Slow Cities framework and
philosophies adaptable to the North American city? If yes, how could this work? If no,
why not?), with focus on the Manitoba context, and in particular the immediate area
known by the interviewee.
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Appendix G: Written Consent Form for In-Depth Interviews (English)

Written Consent Form for the In-Depth Interviews

Research Project Title: "Szstainability of Place within the Regional Planning
Framework: A Case Study of Slow Cities"

Researcher: Susan Radstrom

This written consent form is only part of the process of informed consent, and will give
you the basic idea of the themes of this research and your own level of participation. If
you require more information than is available here, please contact the researcher or
advisor listed at the end of this consent form. A copy of this written consent form will be
left in your possession for your own reference.

l. Purpose of the Research
This research is being conducted for the major degree project for the completion of the
Master of City Planning degree, Department of City Planning, Faculty of Architecture,
University of Manitoba. The research is focused on the study of the Slow Cities of ltaly,
in the context of regional planning. The Slow Cities are being researched as a case study,
in order to inform the knowledge base of quality of life, sense of place and identity in a
regional framework. The study of these cities will lead to greater understanding of the use
of policy and theory as applied to city regions and networks of cities.

2. Procedures
For the purpose of this research, in-depth interviews will be conducted with key people
involved with the Slow City network. The interview will be held at a time and location
of our convenience. This will be determined based on schedules of the researcher, the
translator, and yourself.

During the interview, you will be asked to state your name, occupation and
relationship to the Slow Cities. This information will be recorded as part of the
interview, on an electronic digital recorder, as well as being manually transcribed.

3. Risk
Your participation in this in-depth interview will not pose a risk to your safety or well-
being.

4. Recording Devices
An electronic or digital voice recorder will be present during the in-depth interview. The
pulpose of this recorder is to provide opportunity for the researcher to listen to the
interview again, for reference and clarification. The researcher may also transcribe
portions of the interviews.
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5. Confïdentiality
The information you provide will be accessible only to the researcher.
Any voice recordings made on an electronic voice recorder will be stored on the audio
cassette tape, which will be kept in a locked cabinet and available only to the researcher.
Any voice recordings made on a digital voice recorder will be stored on a compact disc,
and will be kept in a locked cabinet and available only to the researcher.
Any transcriptions made during the interview will be kept in a locked cabinet and
available only to the researcher.

All data (including verbal recordings and written transcriptions) will be destroyed after a
period of three years (August 2007).

Your name, occupation, and relationship to the Slow Cities, may be used in the
written work produced as part of this research, and during oral presentations given
by the researcher in order to present the fTnal project.

6. Feedback

The f,rnal project will be made available at the request of the participant. If you would
like to view a copy of the f,rnal project, contact the researcher. Contact information is
available at the end of this consent form.

7. Credit of Remuneration

There is no credit, remuneration or compensation for your involvement in this study.
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Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood the information regarding
parlicipation in the research project and agree to participate as a subject. Your signature
does not waive your legal rights nor release the researchers, sponsors, or involved
institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to withdraw
from the interview at any time, and/or refrain from answering any questions, without
prejudice or consequence. Your continued participation should be as informed as your
initial consent. Therefore, you should feel free to ask for clarification or new information
throughout your participation.

Advisor: Dr. Sheri Blake
Department of City Planning
University of Manitoba
V/innipeg, Manitoba
CANADA
(204) 474-6426

Researcher: S¡san Radstrom

Winnipeg, Manitoba
CANADA

This research has been approved by the Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board at the
University of Manitoba. If you have any concerns or complaints about this project you
many contact any of the above-named persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat at the
following mailing address, phone number or e-mail address:

24 4 Engineering Bui lding,
University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg, MB,
R3T 5V6,
CANADA

Phone Number: (204) 474-7122
E-mail address: margaret bowman@umanitoba.ca

A copy ofthis consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

Participant' s Signature Date

Researcher andl or Delegate's Signature Date
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Appendix H: Written Consent Form for In-Depth Interviews (Italian Translation)

U¡irve nsrrv I -; il;;;;åii I Faculty of Architecture

Department of City Planning
201 Russell Building
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Canada R3T2N2
Telephone (204) 474-9458
Fax (204) 474-7532

Modulo di consenso scritto per interviste di approfondimento

Titolo del progetto di ricerca: "Sostenibilità dei luoghi nella cornice della pianificazione regionale:
Studío di un caso sulle Cíttà glow"

fucercatore: Susan Radstrom

Questo formulario per il consenso scritto è soltanto parte della prevista procedura di consenso
informato, e le fornirà una idea generale dei temi di quesûa ricerca al suo livello di partecipazione. Se
ha bisogno di alhe informazioni al di là di quelle qui disponibili, la preghiamo di prendere contatto con
il ricercatore o con I'advisor specificato alla fine di questo modulo di consenso. Una copia di questo
modulo di consenso scritto rimarrà in suo possesso a scopo di consultazione.

l. Scopo della Ricerca
Questa ricerca viene compiuta ai fini del progetto di specializzazione universitaria per il
completamento del Master in Urbanistica presso il Dipartimento di Urbanistica presso la facoltà di
Architethua dell'Università del Manitoba. La ricerca si concenha sullo studio delle Città Slow italiane.
Le Città Slow vengono studiate come caso esemplare per stabilire una base di conoscenze sulla qualità
della vita, il senso dei luoghi e dell'identità in un contesto regionale. Lo studio di queste città porterà ad
una migliore comprensione dell'impiego di politiche e teorie in quanto applicate a regioni cittadine e
reti di città.

2. Procedure
Ai fini di questa ricerca veranno condotte delle interviste di approfondimento con personalità chiave
coinvolte nella rete delle Città Slow. L'intervista si terrà in un momento ed in un luogo di nostm scelta,
determinato in base ai programmi del ricercatore, a quelli del traduttore ed ai suoi.

Durante I'intervista, le verrà chiesto di dichiarare il suo nome, la sua occupazione e la sua
rehzione con Ie città slow, Queste informazioni sÍ¡ranno registate come parte itrtegrante
dell'intervista su un registratore digitale elettronico, e venanno trasc¡itte manualmente.

3. Rischi
La sua partecipazione a questa intervista di approfondimento non determinerà alcun rischio per la sua
sicurezza o il suo benessere.

4, Dispositivi di registrazione
Un registratore vocale digitale elettronico sarà presente durante l'intervista di approfondimento. Scopo
di questo registratore è quello di permettere al ricetcatore di riascoltare I'intervista per consultazione e
chia¡imento. Il ricercatore potrà anche trascrivere porzioni delle interviste.

6

trrvrv.unranitoba.ca
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5. Confidenzialità
Le informazioni da lei fomite saranno accessibili soltanto al ricercatore. .

Ciascuna registrazione vocale su registratore elethonico sarà conservata su un nastro di
musicassetta che sarà tenuto in un armadio chiuso con serratura e disponibile solo per il ricercatore.
Ciascuna registrazione vocale su registratore digitale sarà conservata su compact disc e sarà tenuta
in un armadio chiuso con serratura e disponibile solo per il ricercatore.
Tutte le trascrizioni effetfuate durante f intervista saranno mantenute in un armadio chiuso con
senatura e disponibile solo per il ricercatore.

Tutti idati (comprese le registrazioni verbali e le trascrizioni scritte) saranno distrutti dopo un
periodo di tre anni (Agosto 2007). 

. :

Il suo nome, Ia sua occupazione e la sua relazione con le Città Slow potranno essere utilizzati
nel lavoro scritto prodotto nel contesto di questa ricerca e durante le presentazioni orali
effettuate dal ricercatore per illustrare il progetto fÌnale.

6. Reazioni di risposta

Il progetto finale sarà reso disponibile a richiesta del partecipante. Se desidera vedere una copia del
progetto fìnale può rivolgersi al ricercatore. I dati di recapito sono disponibili alla fine di questo
modulo di consenso.

7. Accredito o Remunerazione

Non sono previsti accrediti, remunerazioni né compensi per il suo coinvolgimento in questo studio,
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¡
La sua firma su questo modulo indica che lei ha conipreso le informazioni relative alla
partecipazione al progetto di ricerca e acconsente a partecipare in qualità.di soggetto. La sua firma
non costituisce una rinuncia ai suoi diritti legali né una liberatoria nei confronti dei ricercatori, gli
sponsor o le istituzioni coinvolte circa le loro rispettive responsabilità legali e professionali. Lei è
libe¡o di sottrarsi alf intervista in qualsiasi momento e/o di rifiutarsi di rispondere a qualsiasi
domanda, senza pregiudizio né conseguenze.La sua decisione di continuare a partecipare dowà
essere tanto informata quanto il suo consenso iniziale. Pertanto la preghiamo di non esitare a

richiedere chiarimenti o ulteriori informazioni nel corso di tutta la sua partecipazione.

Advisor: Dr. Sheri Blake
Department of Cíty Planning
University of Manitoba . .l
Winnipeg, Manitoba
CANADA
001 204 474-6426

Ricercatore: Susan Radstrom

wrnnrpeg, Manitoba
C}NADA

Questa ricerca è stata approvata dal Comitato etico di ricerca interfacoltà dell'Università del
Manitoba. Per qualsiasi eventuale preoccupazione o lamentela relativa a questo progetto può
prendere contatto con le persone summenzionate o con il Human Ethics Secretariat presso il

- seguente indirizzo, numero di telefono o indirizzo e-mail:

244 Engineenng Building,
University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg, MB,
R3T 5V6,
CANADA

Phone Number: 001 204 474-7122
E-mail address : margaret_bowman@umanitoba.ca

Una copia di questo modulo di consenso le è stata consegnata per documentazione e consullazione.

Firma del partecipante Dzta

Firma del ricercatore e/o del delegato Data
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Appendix I: Written Confidentialify Agreement (for In-Depth Interview
Translators)

Written Confidentiality Agreement

Research Project Title: "Szstainability of Place within the Regional Planning
Fromework: A Case Study of Slow Cities"

Researcher: Susan Radstrom

This written confidentiality agreement outlines the role of the translator in this research,
and requirements concerning confidentiality. In the role of translator, you will agree to
accurately translate the required written text or verbal communication, from English to
Italian, or from Italian to English. The translation services may be required during an
interview (verbal or written) or to translate written documentation (such as written
consent forms), depending on the circumstance or the services offered by the translator.

All translations are strictly confrdential. All questions and responses of the interviews are
to be kept conf,rdential by the translator. Likewise, any written material, used for the
purpose ofthis research, and translated by the translator, is considered confidential
information.

This written confidentiality form will give you the basic idea of the themes of this
research and your own level of participation. If you require more information than is
available hele, please contact the researcher or advisor listed at the end ofthis consent
form. A copy of this written confidentiality form will be left in your possession for your
own reference.

1. Purpose of the Research

This research is being conducted for the major degree project for the completion of the
Master of City Planning degree, Department of City Planning, Faculty of Architecture,
University of Manitoba. The research is focused on the study of the Slow Cities of ltaly,
in the context of regional planning. The Slow Cities are being researched as a case study,
in older to inform the knowledge base of quality of life, sense of place and identity in a
regional framework. The study of these cities will lead to greater understanding of the use
of policy and theory as applied to city regions and networks of cities.

2. Procedures

For the purpose of this research, in-depth interviews will be conducted with key people
involved with the Slow City network. You are involved with the language translation of
the research. This may require translation from English to Italian or Italian to English,
for the interviews.
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3. Risk

Your participation in this in-depth interview will not pose a risk to your safety or well-
being.

4. Recording Devices

An electronic or digital voice recorder will be present during the in-depth interview. The
putpose of this recorder is to provide opportunity for the researcher to listen to the
interview again, for reference and clarification. Any translations provided during the
interview will be recorded on this device.
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Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood the information regarding
participation in the research project and agree to participate as a translator. You should
feel free to ask for clarification or new information throughout your participation.

Advisor: Dr. Sheri Blake
Department of City Planning
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba
CANADA
(204) 474-6426

Researcher: Susan Radstrom

Winnipeg, Manitoba
CANADA

This research has been approved by the Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board at the
University of Manitoba. If you have any concerns or complaints about this project you
many contact any of the above-named persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat at the
following mailing address, phone number or e-mail address:

24 4 Engineering Buildin g,

University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg, MB,
R3T 5V6,
CANADA

Phone Number: (204) 474-7122
E-mail address: margaret bowman@umanitoba.ca

A copy ofthis consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

Participant's Signature Date

Researcher andl or Delegate's Signature Date
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Appendix J: Written Consent Form for In-Depth Interviews in Manitoba

Written Consent Form for the In-Depth Interviews

Research Project Title: "S¿¿stainability of Place within the Regional Planning
Framework: A Case Study of SIow Cities"

Researcher: Susan Radstrom

This written consent form is only part of the process of informed consent, and will give
you the basic idea of the themes of this research and your own level of participation. If
you require more information than is available here, please contact the researcher or
advisor listed at the end of this consent form. A copy of this written consent form will be
left in your possession for your own reference.

l. Purpose of the Research
This research is being conducted for the major degree project for the completion of the
Master of City Planning degree, Department of City Planning, Faculty of Architecture,
University of Manitoba. The research is focused on the study of the Slow Cities of Italy,
in the context of regional planning. The Slow Cities are being researched as a case study,
in order to inform the knowledge base of quality of life, sense of place and identity in a
regional framework. The study of these cities will lead to greater understanding of the use
of policy and theory as applied to city regions and networks of cities. In addition to the
Italian-based case study, research will be done in Manitoba in order to investigate
possible application of the Slow Cities in a local context.

2. Procedures
For the pulpose of this research, in-depth interviews will be conducted with City Planners
and others who are involved with the planning of cities, towns and rural areas of
Manitoba. The interview will be held at a time and location of our convenience. This
will be determined based on schedules of the researcher and yourself.

During the intervie\il, you will be asked to state your name and occupation. This
information will be recorded as part of the interview, on an electronic digital recorder, as

well as being manually transcribed.

3. Risk
Your participation in this in-depth interview will not pose a risk to your safety or well-
being.
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4. Recording Devices
A digital voice recorder will be present during the in-depth interview. The purpose of
this recorder is to provide opportunity for the researcher to listen to the interview again,
for reference and clarification. The researcher may also transcribe portions of the
interviews.

5. Confidentiality
The information you provide will be accessible only to the researcher.

Any voice recordings made on a digital voice recorder will be stored on a compact disc,
and will be kept in a locked cabinet and available only to the researcher.
Any transcriptions made during the interview will be kept in a locked cabinet and
available only to the researcher.

Your name and occupation may be used in the written work produced as part of
this research, and during oral presentations given by the researcher in order to
present the fïnal project.

6. Feedback

The final project will be made available at the request of the participant. If you would
like to view a copy of the final project, contact the researcher. Contact information is
available at the end of this consent form.

7. Credit of Remuneration

There is no credit, Temuneration or compensation for your involvement in this study.
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Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood the information regarding
participation in the research project and agree to participate as a subject. Your signature
does not waive your legal rights nor release the researchers, sponsors, or involved
institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to withdraw
from the interview at any time, and/or refrain from answering any questions, without
prejudice or consequence. Your continued participation should be as informed as your
initial consent. Therefore, you should feel free to ask for clarification or new information
throughout your participation.

Advisor: Dr. Sheri Blake
Department of City Planning
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba
CANADA
(204) 474-8769

Researcher: Susan Radstrom

Wrnnrpeg, Marutoba
CANADA

This research has been approved by the Joint-Faculty Research Ethics Board at the
University of Manitoba. If you have any concerns or complaints about this project you
many contact any of the above-named persons or the Human Ethics Secretariat at the
following mailing address, phone number or e-mail address:

244 Engineering Building,
University of Manitoba,
Winnipeg, MB,
R3T 5V6,
CANADA

Phone Number: (204) 474-7122
E-mail address: Margaret bowman@umanitoba.ca

A copy ofthis consent form has been given to you to keep for your records and reference.

Participant' s Signature Date

Researcher and/or Delegate's Signature Date
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